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GARFIELD TO
REDUCE COST
OFGASOUNE

SUDDEN DEATH OF
CHARLES A . LYONS

BLOODED STOCK
FOR HOULTON
FARMERS

WOMEN’S LIBERTY
LOAN COMMITTEE

No. 38
POST OFFICE BOWLERS WIN
WILL YOU HELP
PRIZE IN B0WL0DR0ME
OUR BOYS ABROAD? THRIFT STAMP CONTEST

A county conference of the Women's
The community was shocked on
Liberty Loan workers of southern
Friday morning, when it became
Final Games Break Deadlock And
[Aroostook was held at the home of
known that Chas. A. Lyons, editor of
Puts Them Over the Line Win
IMrs. S. L. White, chairman for South Every Man, Woman and Child Can
j the Aroostook Pioneer, had passed
ners
[Aroostook, Thursday afternoon, when
Join to Send News of This Town
Iaway without a moment’s warning, at
jMrs. Grace A. Wing of Auburn, the
Into the Front Line Trenches
Ihis home on Heywood street, the night
! The Thrift Stamp bowling contest
j State executive chairman of the W o
i
which for various reasons was not
i before.
men's Liberty Loan Committee was
j
Mr. Lyons had returned from his
[
completed in the Spring and for good
present and addressed them on the
! two weeks vacation at Square Lake
i and sufficient reasons could not be
Oscar Shirley, who has probably had jwork of the coming campaign,
Ionly the Saturday before, and had re- more fancy bred stock in sheep as
(rolled during vacation time, was eomj The members of the Houlton local
1marked to a number of his friends well as horses, than any man in this
[pleted
last Thursday evening when
committee were all present, together
p«wl Administrator Garfield an- what a good rest he had enjoyed, and section, and who thoroughly believes
I
the
Post
Office boys took into camp
[with many of the chairmen from the
Every citizen interested in the boys
soaaced last week that he expects how well he felt, and during Thursday that blooded stock pays, has just re isurrounding towns accompanied in
the Bowlodrome Five in a slow con
of his home town now at the front, and
soon to tx a price Tor gasoline for he had been in his usual health. He ceived an Oxford Down buck for [most cases by the members of their
test, 3 points won gave them the cov 
in the brave women who equally are
domestic consumers -as well as the went to his room about 10 o clock to which he paid $165.
|committees. Some of those present serving their country abroad, has an eted trophy $25 worth of Tariff
government and the allies at a figure Tetire, he had removed his coat and
This buck was imported by him were Mrs. Walter E. Mathews, of Oak- opportunity to show his appreciation Stamps.
lower than the present market price. vest and w’as about to take off his col from England, in a flock that came to j f i e ] ( l f Mrs Thomas McDonald, of HodgDuring the entire contest these two
of the sacrifice they are making. The
He ts awaiting farther reports on the lar and tie when he sunk to the floor, the Anoka farms in Waukesha, Wis., jdon> Mrs Ali(.e Tra(.y Gf Sherman
teams
have been strong contenders
opportunity comes as a result of the
situation before taking definite action. death being instantaneous, due to a and is one of the finest looking animals , Milly Mrs_ s R Crabtree of Island
for first place; the other two teams
generosity and thought of Colonel Wil
No intimation was made as to what heart trouble which at different times that was ever brought to Aioostook. j p aug; and Mrs. Wilson Sylvester and
were easily out of the race early in
liam Boyce Thompson of New York,
in the past few years he had been sub
the fixed price will be.
Mr. Shirley has raised many Pu re iMrs. Howard Pierce of Mars Hill, Geo. who has conceived and put into execu the series.
Dr. Garfield’s announcement dis ject to.
All of the games have been watched
blooded sheep, and his flocks have al A. Gorham, county chairman of the tion what is known as the Home Pa
Chas. A. Lyons was born in Houlton ways brought the highest prices, the
closed that Tor some time considera
with
interest by good crowds of spec
Men’s Liberty Loan Committee was per Service.
tion had been given the problem of July, 1862, the son of Mr. and Mrs. demand for them being greater than
tators
who “ rooted” impartially, and
also present.
Under the plan, every man and wo
bringing the price of gasoline to a Chas. W. Lyons, he attended the the supply.
the
result
is of much satisfaction to*
I Mrs. Wing’s talk was remarkably man in foreign service will receive the
lower level. Several reports already schools in Houlton and at an early
At a meeting of sheep raisers in the helpful and practical.
Many plans town newspaper, and so be kept in the supporters of the P. O. team
hare been made to Mark L. Requa, age went to Caribou, where he enter State of Maine, held at Waterville
were discussed, questions asked and constant touch with the places and the
T H E GAMES
director iff the oil division of the fuel ed the employ of S. W. Mathews, edi last week, where an auction of blood
a mutual interchange of ideas follow people they know and love.
**
POST OFFICE
adminiMenftion, and it was intimated tor of the Aroostook Republican, ed sheep was held, Mr. Shirley was
ed so that the women departed to
Every, branch of the United States Kelso
112 90 94—296
that upon completion of the investi learning the Printers trade in which he elected a director of a State wide or
their homes with a clearer idea of Government is interested in the plan. Crawford
88 75 89—252*
gation now being conducted immediate became one of the best posted of any ganization, to further the interests of
what was expected of them and a firm The Government realizes the impor O'Brien
76
85 92—253
man in Eastern Maine. Leaving Cari sheep raising in the state.
action would be taken.
er determination to carry through the tance of keeping those in the service Hagerman
79
94 76—247
bou
in
1887
he
w
T
ent
to
Massachusetts
'Senate Asks "Gas” Data
work of the Fighting Fourth Liberty happy and constantly in touch with McIntyre
89
79 80—248■
The disclosure of Dr. Garfield’s pur where he worked at his trade, return
Summit Farms at Davidson, whose Loan campaign to a successful finish. their home ties and associations. Noth
pose carme during an informal talk ing to Houlton in 1892, where he pur ad is appearing in the TIMES sold
Mrs. Grace A. Wing of Auburn, ing is more depressing in a national
442 423 431— 1296
with newspaper correspondents in chased the Job Printing business of last week to Thomas Hamilton, a 5
State
executive chairman of the W o emergency than the spirit of loneliness BOWLODROM FIVE
which the stocks of gasoline in the Wm. H. Smith, then located in the months old Holstein bull calf. King
country and the stated shortage east Gould’ building on Market Sq. In 1906, Walker Gerben, whose dam is Stella men’s Liberty Loan Committee, was in those serving their country, and of Ervin
101 81 78—260o f the Mississippi river, which caused three months after the death of Geo. Beets DeKol, with a record of 2iy2 lb entertained at the home of Mrs. S. L. ficials know that nothing can dispel Colwell
83 75 79—257
the administration to request that no H. Gilman, he formed a partnership (jniRer jn 7 days and 43411) milk in 7 Wh’ te, while she was in town to at this feeling more effectually than read Dibblee
82 90—253
SI
passenger automobiles be operated on with A. W. Hall formerly of Caribou, [days. His sire is King Walker Johan tend the county conference of Women ing the home town newspaper.
Fleming
83 89 81—25S
Publishers of newspapers in all Lunt
Sundays in that section, were discus Mr. Hall purchasing the Aroostook na, whose first 11 dams averaged 32% Liberty Loan workers. Mrs. Wing at
80 102 89—271
parts
of the country—this newspaper
tended
conferences
at
Rockland
on
Pioneer
plant,
as
his
share
of
the
sed.
lb of butter in 7 days. His dam was
Dr. Garfield would not discuss re partnership and Mr. Lyons putting in Lottie Walker Spofford 2nd and her Monday, Belfast Tuesday, Presque included—have grasped with pleasure
428 429 417— 1274
ports that this request was based on his Job Printing . business as his dam is one of the greatest cows the Isle Wednesday, Houlton Thursday and the plan outlined by Colonel Thomp
W L PC
Augusta Friday, and is one of the son, and they have agreed to co-oper
Information tarnished this administra share, and the two offices were com breed ever produced.
Post Office
25 11 695
busiest persons in the state, carrying ate in every way.
tion by the oil Industry for the alleg bined, being conducted by Mr. Lyons,
20 *2 62^
Under the ruling of the War Indus Bowlodrome Five
on her important work for the govern
ed purpose o f maintaining the present Mr. Hall not taking any active part in
TO MEN OWNING THRESHING ment.
McElwee’s
10
tries
Board
newspaper
publishers
are
: * 357
price o f gaecfilne in the face of a re the business until 1908 w hen Mr. Hall
Linneus
5
forbidden
to
send
their
newspapers
19
208
MACHINES
ported large supply in the country.
disposed of his interest to Mr. Lyons
The following ladies have been ap
There is apparently much misun pointed to serve on the Women’s Lib free, even to soldiers. The newspaper
The following table shows the
The Senate displayed its interest ( who became sole proprietor. In 1915
in the avtoless Sunday request by, the business was incorporated, com derstanding and confusion on the e r ty Loan committee in Houlton for must be subscribed for in the regular averages of the ten high men in the
adopting a resolution offered by Sena posed of Mr. Lyons and Albert K. part of the parties owning and oper .the campaign commencing September way, the only exception being soldiers contest.
who formerly were in the employ of Kelso, 27 games
tor Lodge o f Massachusetts, asking the Stetson under the name of the Pio ating threshing machines in Aroos- 28th.
94 17-27
i
the
newspaper and who left that serv Lunt. 24 games
(took
County.
The
following
letter
is
administration for Information as to neer Publishing Co.
91 12-24
| Mrs. Mary E. Stuart, Chairman,
the country’s production, consumption
Nov. 3, 1894, Mr. Lyons was mar- a copy of the one County Agent, J. L. Mrs. F. E. Hall, Mrs. E. E. Milliken ice to enlist. Colonel Thompson there-’ McIntyre, 27 games
91 11-27
and exportation, with separate figures ried to Eunice A. Sawyer, of Linneus, Scribner, has sent out to the select and Mrs. O. A. Hodgins, with the as- fore proposes that the public in each Hagerman, 27 games
88 18-27
on the amount used by passenger who with their daughter, Dorothy, to men as well as other parties whom jSistanee of Mrs. S. L. White, county community contribute to a fund so that Getchell, 15 games
88 3-15
the home newspaper (in our case this O’Brien, 27 games
cars.
gether with a brother, Ullyses, who is he thought might,know the farmers chairman.
88 8-27
These ladies will divide
j newspaper) may reach every man and
Foel Administrator Garfield inform an instructor in the Maine School for owning machines:
A. Byron. 15 games
87 11-15
the town into districts, each taking a
Presque Isle, Maine, Icertain territory, and will make a j woman now in the service of his eoun- Dibblee, 24 games
ed the Senate in response to the the blind in Portland, and a sister,
87 10-24
September 2, 1918. 1house-to-house canvass, selling only ! try.
Lodge resolution o f inquiry that un Mrs. W. H. Newell of Cleveland, Ohio,
McElwee, 21 games
87 8-21
1 Anyone may contribute to the fund, P. Byron, 15 games
less conservation steps were taken survive him, and to whom the sym Dear Sir:
86 8-15
|to women as in the campaign of last
By act of Congress every thresher 1spring. Tin* Women's Honor Roll, a and any sum may be contributed. It is
Immediately there would be a deficit pathy of the community is extended.
The Bowlodrome alleys have been
o f approximately one million barrels
in
the United St; tes is required to re feature of last spring's campaign will not necessary to contribute the entire
Chas. A. Lyons was a man who was
put in first class condition during the
o f gasoline at the end of the year. At universally liked, a citizen of whom port the amount of all kinds of grain iagai'1 b*> ns*<l and though 1*12 mimes ■amount of one subscription. It does summer and already the boys are be
the rate o f consamptlon in August he Houlton was proud, moderate in all of threshed by him during the season, ! w - U i n n put on the Roll, it is not matter whether the rich man semis
ginning to limber up for the fall busi
estimated there was only about one his doings, well posted in his business i The blanks which are to be used ■thought ninny more will be secure 1 i in one hundred dollars or the poor boy
ness and some good records are being
hionth’s supply ahead.
as well as on important matters of the for the purpose have been sent me i|this time as tin* work of tin' Women's or little girl sends in five cents. Each made dailv.
igilt will be a message of love and
day, he made an ideal editor, and was jfor general distribution.
; Committee is more thoroughly under
Ihelpfulness to the home town folks
Will
you
kindly
assist
the
Governcapable
of
expressing
his
ideas
in
a
LATEST FIGURES IN
stood.
(“ Over There."
The money will be CANNOT SHOOT PARTRIDGE
most pleasing manner. He w as at the ! ment by helping me to get a list of
THE MAINE ELECTION jtime of his death President of the [the men who own threshing ma .Mrs. S. L. White C o u n t y Chairman *lumped into one fund, out of which
UNTIL OCTOBER 1
Final unofficial returns of the elec j Aroostook Press Assn., and his advice chines in your town. The list should for Southern Aroostook of tin* W o Isubscriptions will be entered as fast
On
Monday
the
bird game season
tion which have been received from was ahvays sought as a man who knew include all men owning machines men’s Liberty Loan Committee an j as the money is received,
opened
in
Maine,
when
hunters may
I
all places except, Cyr, E and Long Is his business, in the many meetings (whether they do custom threshing nounces th e following appointments j Contributors who send in the full
kill
ducks,
wild
geese
and Wilson
of town chairmen: .Mrs. .Mary Stuart price of a year's subscription may, if
land plantations and Woodville, and which it held.
snipe only. The open season begins
1; or not.
1 Houlton; Mrs. Wilson Sylvester, Mars
had been partly revised by un official
they wish, designate to what particu Sept. 15, but as this is Sunday, when
Since it is alredy the beginning of
In his business dealings he was
Hill; Mrs. L. R. Crabtree Island Falls; lar person they wish the newspaper
reposts from ’town clerks, gave Gover square and upright, and was always [the
threshing season it is urgent1
|
Alice Tracy, Sherman Mills; sent, but if the name given is already no hunting is allowed and hunting at
nor Carl E. Mllliken a plurality of 5.- willing to give advice and counsel to that we get the report blank out at ' Mrs.
night is also forbidden, the real game
Mrs. Walter E. Mathews, Oakfield; listed as receiving the paper, then the
189 and Senator Bert M. Fernald 13,- the editor of the TIMES, when he j the
earliest possible moment.
I
season will begin at sunrise on Mon
700, Senator Fernald ran 2,825 votes started in the newspaper business as !(should appreciate a prompt reply Mrs. Elmer C. Mining, Smyrna Mills; publisher reserves the right to apply
day. For these1 birds hunters have an
IMrs. Niles C. Pinkham, Fort Kent; the subscription to some less fortu
ahead o f Governor Mllliken while the a novice, realizing that brother Lyons |
j from you, using the enclosed envelope
open season until Jan. 1, the daily lim
Mrs. Hugh Hayward, Ashland; Mrs. nate soldier boy or noble woman who
vote of.Bertrand G. McIntyre, the de knew- the printing business from A. to j[ without postage for reply.
it being 10 ducks and 10 snipe.
Thomas McDonald, Hodgdon; Mrs. is just as lonely for news of home and
mocratic candidate for Governor ex Z.
Very truly yours,
Hunters, however, will have no op
James White, Dyer Brook; .Mrs. A. M. home folks.
ceeded that of Elmer E. Newbert,
He was a Past Grand of Rockabema j
County Agent,
portunity to try their skill on wood
Rollins, Wytopitloek.
Senator Fernald opponent by 6.686.
The name of every contributor to cock and partridges until Oct, 1, and
Lodge I. O. O. F. and had served as an j Will every farmer owning a thresh
The vote was 63,918 for Governor Mil- *officer of the Grand Lodge. He was ing machine please send his name and
Mrs. S. S. Thornton, County Publi this home paper service will be pub will have only two months to try their
llken and 58,729 for McIntyre; 66,743 lalso a member of Houlton Lodge B. P. address to County Agent, J. L. Scrib city Chairman, attended a State meet lished in this newspaper, and the
luck.
for 8enator Fernald and 53,043 for 1O. Elks, and the K. of P.
name of everyone entered for a sub
ner, Presque Isle, Me., Box 40 at once. ing in Augusta last week.
Hunters are allowed five partridges
Newbert.
scription to the TIMES will be pub and 10 woodcock, but cannot sell them
j Funeral services were held from his
The four missing towns cast 100 late residence on Heywood street on
lished as well as the number of those either to markets or individuals.
CHILDREN’S PLAYGROUND
votes at the last election of which Monday afternoon, Rev. T. P. Williams POTATOES MUST BE GRADED
remaining whose subscriptions have
On Oet. 1. the open season on deer
The Public Playground held its
The following article from the Pro
more than half were polled In Cyr.
not been covered.
officiating. Rockabema Lodge taking
begins
and continues until Dee. 16,
The TIMES in last week’s Issue charge of the services after leaving duce News may interest the TIMES last session on Saturday morning. The
with
no
Sunday or night hunting al
If
the
amount
of
money
received
committee
in
charge
feel
well
satis
made an error In the vote In Houlton the house, escorted by Houlton Lodge readers.
shall be more than is necessary to lowed. Deer cannot be sold or taken
fied
with
what
has
been
accomplished
for County Treasurer, Thos. p. Put of Elks, interment being in Evergreen
Our article Aug. 24 regarding the
failure of some shippers of potatoes during the five weeks that the play send the paper to every person from ; out of the state. There is no open sea
nam giving It as 418 when it should Cemetery.
in New Jersey to grade their ship ground has been carried on and feel the town now in the service, then the j son on cow moose, and the closed sea
have been 478.
ments in accordance with the rules that the time and money spent has balance will turned over to the Red son of four years on bull moose ends
Charles P. Barnes, Representative
of the Food Administration has borne
Cross.
Oct. 1. 1919. There is also a perpetual
PROF. W. F. WATSON
to the Legislature, had no opposition
valuable fruit. An inspector from the been well invested.
closed season on Caribou, now almost
The
plan
is
endorsed
hv
the
pub
The
young
ladies
who
have
super
on the ticket and was unanimously
DELIVERS FINE LECTURE Department of Agriculture was asked
extinct
in this state.
Non-residents
by the Food Adminstration to investi vised the work and play, .Misses Edith lisher of this newspaper without any
elected, receiving 478 votes.
Prof. W. F. Watson of Athens, Ga., gate conditions and his report veri
must
have
a
license
to
hunt in this
Shea, Dorothy Lyons and Vivian Vose, thought of profit, either directly or in
well known In this town where he at fied every essential fact that we pub
state.
directly,
but
with
a
sincere
desire
to
have been most faithful in the dis
A. G. Merritt, purchasing agent of tended school when a young man, lat lished three weeks ago.
In New Brunswick there is a close
charge of their duties and have spar help keep the home fires burning and
Houlton Grange, left Thursday on a
As
a
result,
the
violators
of
the
reg
er graduating from Colby College, de
business trip to Portland and Boston. livered one of his popular lectures in ulations were warned to change their ed no effort to make it successful. to send to our heroes and heroines time on partridge for 4 years.
The children enjoyed a picnic on news of our town, to keep their hearts
Mrs. H. M. Briggs returned last the High School Auditorium, Tuesday tactics and to obey the rules as their
Miss Celia Shepherd and Miss
They were Wednesday. About 50 children were warm for us and to let them know
week from Boston, where she spent a Sept. 10, for the benefit of the Red neighbors were doing.
told in an unmistakable manner that
Grace.
Dowling of Toledo, Ohio, are
they
are
constantly
in
our
minds.
present
to
take
part
in
the
games
and
few days at the Copley Plaza, the Cross chapter, which was largely at any belief that the Food Administra
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
enjoy
the
teeters,
swings
and
sandgurnet o f Miss Estelle Neuhaus.
tion would overlook the sale of un
The publisher, of course, cannot
tended! and much enjoyed by all.
graded potatoes this season because piles as well as various games loaned make a profit on circulation, and addi Chadwick on High St.
Mrs. H. H. Lowrey and child who
Mr. Watson who Is professor in one the regulations were new was an er by interested friends. Mr. Holdaway
Dr. White of East Dixfield, who has
have been visiting at the home of her
tional circulation such as this will be
of the large southern colleges, has ror. In other words they were told kindly donated a peek of peanuts for
been
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. S. L.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Astle, left
--circulation from nen-purchasers sent
been an extensive traveler and has that they must “ be good" or suffer the peanut hunt, MeGary Bros, gave
White, for a couple of weeks, return
Friday for her home in Providence.
far across the sea—can have no added
the consequences.
And it is well
ed home Monday, accompanied by his
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Heughins left stored up a large amount of useful known what those consequences are a dozen lemons and Hallett-McKeen value to the advertiser.
knowledge,
this
coupled
with
the
mother who has been visiting her sis
when
the
rules
of
the
Food
Adminis
Co. gave the sugar for the lemonade.
Friday for Salem, Mass., to visit their
These facts are stated so that every ter. Mrs. King.
tration are ignored or defied.
pleasing
knack
of
knowing
what
to
The committee wish to thank all those contributor may feel that every cent
hvotlMr* Harry E. Heughins, who has
As we go to press this week a high
say, and how to say it, makes his lecRoad Supt. James Fortier and Fred
who
have helped make the children contributed goes to the good cause.
iweatflF unlisted in the U. S. Navy,
official of the Food Administration is
ti res pleasing to hear.
Fortier went to Portland last week .to
happy
and
they
hope
to
carry
on
the
aa machines! mate.
making a tour of New Jersey to see
The mothers of our boys are facing get the new truck for the Road Dept
The subject of his lecture here was if the warnings were effective and if work another season with additions
P. 8 . McGary who is now stationed
an ordeal with a bravery that com which the town has bought.
They
the
potatoes
being
shipped
are
graded
“
The
War
In
Cartoons”
and
he
show
and improvements.
at the aviation field at Garden City,
mands respect and admiration. Here drive the truck back overland, reach
according to the rules. It is to be
ed
on
the
screen
cartoons
from
the
L. 1. spent a short furlough at home
hoped that he will find that the abuse
Robert Wilkins who has been at and there where tiny stars are turned ing here Tuesday. Fred Fortier will
last week with his mother, leaving pens of the World’s leading artists
has
stopped
and
that
the
New
Jersey
none of which were in any way com
tending the Students Army Training from blue to gold, where anguish grips be the regular driver of it, and this
Monday on his return to d u ty .,
potatoes are being properly graded Camp at Plattsburg, returned last the heart, the nation stands in silence trip will be valuable experience.
plimentary
to
the
great
war
Lord
of
Mrs. Lt F. Gannon o f Albion, Me., is
before shipment. If this is not being week for a stay at home before re and honors the women who have given
We again must call the attention o f
Germany.
the gaset o f her brother, Mr. A. E.
of their blood, the very bone of their our readers to the rulings regarding
done no one is likely to regret it more turning to Colby.
Prof. Watson Is lecturing through
Astle on Court St. She was accom
than the shippers who believed that
Wm. W. Gallagher of the War Dept, bone, to their country. To them, home newspaper subscriptions being paid in
panied by her mother, Mrs. Isabelle out the country under the auspices of Mr. Hoover and his helpers do not
has lost its meaning -the soul of it advance, as published in last week's
Astle who has been visiting at her the Board of Education of New York mean what they say or that they can has been assigned to the local draft has tied there is no home, it is just
issue.
These rulings were made
board
for
special
work,
having
been
City, and his appearance here was
home.
^
he fooled for any considerable length at Camp Devens for special training a place, and no place is quite so lone not by us, but by the Priorities Board
L. L. McLeod, the well known Houl largely due to the efforts of Mr. B. B. of time.
ly, unless it be within the hearts of of War Industries, and are plain and
along these lines.
ton Dry Goods man, has opened a Gar F’eeley a personal friend of Mr. Wat
those brave sons in far off France who emphatic. But a very small number
ment store in Fort Fairfield, and is son’s.
long for just a word of home. There of our subscribers who are in arrears
While In town Mr. Watson called on
meeting with good success in his un
cannot be a man, there cannot be a have paid any attention to them as
many of his old friends to renew boy
dertaking.
woman, no, not even a child, who will yet. We trust all in arrears will send
Owners o f motor cars all over Can hood acquaintance.
faill to contribute just a little to make in renewals or call at the office very
ada are asked to Join hi a movement
the hearts of these patriots lighter. i soon, so that we will not be compelled
to a%ve gasoline. They are asked to
Not one. Not in our town.
to take their names off our books, as
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Wheaton and son
do It voluntarily and to begin next
ordered
to do by the Priorities Board
who have been the guests of Mrs.
Sunday Jby abandoning pleasure rides.
Mrs. H. D. Mcllroy of Portland, who of War Industries. Anyone who has
A similar request in the United Sta Wheaton’s father, C. W. Davenport
has been the guest of her mother, Mrs, had business with the Federal gov
Sr„ left Wednesday on their return to
ten mot with a wonderful response.
Alex. Bubar for the past two weeks, ernment must know that their orders
i .
— Sentinel.
their hom? in Richmond, Va.
MUST be obeyed.
returned home Saturday.

Great Addition to Local Herds

H I Fn PricTfor War aoJ
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"Fighting Fourth" Liberty Loan begins
S e p t e m b e r 2 8 th

★

Get ready; save to buy; buy early ★

Whole Nation M oves To
Banish Solitude
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tlons who have known of chance but rested upon a deliberate think we are “ doing our bit" and per-j day; I see where my tips fall down to
THE PROPER COURSE
choice of the means at his command, haps more than a bit. We tried to put ' nothing this week, just because the
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• riTiprs have been the and that the magnifieant results since ourselves into those trenches, with the gas wagons are shut up. What’s the t ,nforma*j0'n
Priceless Value to
German pns .
informa then are ample proof of
the wisdom smells and danger and dirt, and read diff anyhow? They won’t spend the j „
f Very Hou,ton Citizen
r irCG m , T t wha they have to of his choice.
over again the Sunday paper which had gas money they save on thrift stamps,! . H° 7 ,to
an emergency is
tion. Not
p r e s e n tin g
However that may be,
the fact re- just come to hand. And it made had .believe m e!"
knowledge of inestimable worth, and
of other na

a
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Published every Wednesday Morning entirelv^dependable information, but mains that the Germans have been reading if the truth were told.
j There are heaps of men and women a **
^
°i
di.SfeaSes
by the Times Publishing Co.
"flic ts T u fh that must he iaken finally turned hack from Paris. For
We over here are carrying ourselves |in (his rmmtry who are (;arefully and
human body. If you
it reflects much th
_
^
Jm. their present ills there is no visible as heroes and her-c, ines because we are ! hoil(>stly saving . an({
ivins up and *
,
th k*<lney backache, urinary
C H A3. H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr.
as genuine.
United redress. When the Allies were oblig- cut clown on sugar, a thing we always ( S1 ( l i
themselves for the Nation’* dlSOldfMS’ or any form of kidney
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the
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aodal scientists would not have dared
predict on the basis of their theory
o f reasoning. But it is being realized
and without seriously disturbing reaults. It all demonstrates the unity
which marks our democracy.
T H E A M E R IC A N M A R K 8M A N

While the entrance of the United
States into thto war brought many
■uprises to the enemy, especially in
▼lew o f the fact that Germany did
■ot take ns seriously as to the num
ber of troops we intended to send to
Stance, there Is nothing that has
■tartled her more than the accuracy
o f our marksmanship. In the use of
the larger pieces of ordnance as well
aa in the small arms the United States
■oldiera have a natural aptitude as
well as an expert training which
■ akes for an efficiency which the
Germans do not like. In plotting and
la execution the American soldier has
always possessed an acumen that has
Made onr gunnery the object of pride
Is oar cltlsens and o f envy to people

Biliou

relief

happen—In our disfavor. Six we: ks
ago something happened. Since th n
anything may happen, as before. The
startling change is that now anything
may happen in our own favor. Now
that the change has come, they tell us
all sorts of stories.
Returned so [f you are really bilious you may
:ol<l, languid, depressed and have a
journers abroad report that before th*1 •
tasting
mouth,—or you m: y b* ■v> :..h.
18th July, when the great and sudden
have
a
headache, and f.-el At A . .AAA'
change came, the Parisians expected i
1
SICK..
In either ease, you’ll have no do
their city to be captured. They tell
us that Foch threw in the American dre to eat. The one remedy that has
forces at historic Chateau-Thierry on helped thousands of bAous peoph Olli
a desperate chance, untried, without ;>f this unhealthy conddiou is the :-m I
proof that our men would know their ••L.F.” Atwood Medicine. If you are av
way about on the field of battle. For ing bilious symptoms you
our own part we are confident that ahouU be« iu to use “
history will have a different story to once a teaspoonful as . itell. It is on record that General >™ted. lo n ’H .nyrovofr.,,;,
Pershing was able to assure Marshal the first dose and in a short
Foch that the Americans were able tlme thls K,0,lm, h allJ
to hold their own and fully up to the tomo w,n IV“!or(' >,,llr “ Pgreat trust Imposed upon them. The
strength, and regular
taint hearted In Paris had already *uly W e i action. - Buy
Bed to Bordeaux once before.
We ?nlythe genuine “ L.F.” Atflrmly believe that the action of Marma<Je by L-F. Modishal Foch was not based upon a wild ?me
*>ortland» Me.

The powerful boiler iron body radiates this extra heat
directly into your home. This 38 per cent saving impor
tant though it be, is only one of the several exclusive
saving features of this heater.
Its seamless one-piece ash pit with door ground on
guarantees absolute control of the fire for a generationusing all fuels. Its double fire pot with patented cone
center grate absolutely prevents tne formation of clinkers.
You can use the cheapest fuel.
Its extra heavy, cold rolled boiler iron body stands up
for a lifetime of service.
Its door frames riveted on (not bolted) guarantee abso'
lute control.
It bums hard coal, soft coal, wood, coke, and slack, and
positively produces better results with less fuel than any
other. Don't take our word for it. Examine the Round
Oak and find the answer right on the heater itself
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England. France, Italy and the United ( known to be of marked advantage in are also readily killed by drying was never going to produce any air- spring she will have done her part in
States, we can all understand it; but poultry growing had no effect in these Hence hot sunshiny weather checks planes on the front lines.
the air. One who has seen much of
the Bolshevik! masquerade under the trials was disappointing and could not the spread of the disease while mod-j Our soldiers had seen Germany and : the work of the German bombers durCongregational
name of democracy, by a combination be explained by then known facts, erately cool, cloudy or rainy weatlma (ou.- allies im reuse their a.r ttrenthjlng the last few weeks almost shudR ot. T. P- Williams, Pastor.
of treachery, corruption and ignor- These two subjects about which al- favors it. The spores have no means and had realized the growing import-'ders to think what havoc could be
Preaching sorrier 10.30 A. M.
100_____
American bomftr ance, has reduced Russia to servi- most nothing is known other than of getting from plant to plant of them- ance of the air work, while all the ' done by a fight of __
Sunday School tollowio« A- M
!tude under Germany and engendered , that they are present in certain food selves but they are light and are very j time American airplanes seemed only j hers back of the Hun lines I believe
Tice.
a form of democracy as dangerous to materials and lacking in others and likely readily carried by the wind, a myth. Our trained aviators had ;it safe to say that 1000 bombing ma
Evening Song Service 7.30 P. Ma
the world as the government of the that the ‘‘fat soluble substance” is es- Once the upper leaves are diseased it waited so long in vain for a machine chines could have turned the tide of
W eekly Prayer Meeting Tuesday
sential to growth and the “ water sol- is evident that those below may be in- to fly. France had supplied all she any big battle in this war. The Eng
, Hohenzollerns.”
evening at 7.30.
uble
substance” is essential to bodily •feeted as the result of spores falling could spare, but, because of the large lish and French bombers have already
I “ Most important of all,” Senator
maintenance
are present in milk. If on them. Rainfall both by washing number of our birdmen, that left most done such work that it makes the Ger
Lodge continued, “ if we are to make
First Baptist
the world safe in the way we mean it milk does not enter into the ration and spattering is undoubtedly an im- of them on the ground. For the first mans begin to squeal, and certainly it
to be safe, the great Slav populations the addition of green food is essential portant factor. Moreover if tem pera-'16 months we were in war we placed is giving no secret to the boche to say
Court St.
Rev. Heury C. Speed, pastor.
now under the government of Austria in a meal mixture similar to that given tures are right the spores of the fun- j no airplanes on the front, and it was that they have had nothing like 5000
10.30 morning worship with sermon. —the Jugo-Slavs and Czecho- Slovaks, above.
gus, instead of germinating directly. . impossible for our allies to supply our bombing planes at their disposal. Let
11.00 Bible School with classes for who have been used to aid the Ger
These studes make clear: That spe may each produce several free, swim- large needs in a comprehensive way, I France supply the chase machines if
men and women.
mans, whom they loathe—must be es cial feeding (fattening) pays in pre ming bodies which move about in >because of their own requirements, j she is best fitted for it. And let Amer7.00 gospel song service and sermon. tablished as independent states.
paring chickens for market; That con films of rain or dew on the leaf. Af-j We have had squadrons at work for |ica supply the bombing machines.
9.00 Aftermeeting.
"The Polish people must have an fining birds to close quarters stimu ter they come to rest they also throw months with the French machines,
Can Man 5000 Craft
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mid-week independent Poland.
lates growth and makes them better out germ tubes which penetrate the hut we could have had 10 times as
I have good authority for saying that
prayer service.
“ And we must have these independ fleshed; That young birds are fed leaf tissues and thus start new cen many in the air had the machines been American air service can man 5000
Friday at 7.30 choir rehearsal at ent state created so that they will much more profitably than old ones; ters of disease. Simple contact of dis here.
bombing machines by next spring.
ehurch.
stand across the pathway of Germany That skim milk is a very desirable eased and healthy parts either caused
Certainly there is no great difficulty
All Is Changed Now
to the east. Nothing is more vital food material; And that when skim by being blown by wind or movement
It is ma
But now comes the refreshing prom about their ammunition.
First Prssbytsrian
than this for a just, a righteous and an milk is freely used green food can be produced by any other agency is also
ise
that
all
this
is
to
be
changed.
chines that are needed. To keep 5000
Cor- High and Military Sts.
enduring peace. The President, as omitted in a fattening ration for a factor. Potato tubers become in
Rev. A- M. Thompson, pastor.
fected as the result of the spores American airplanes, American from bombing planes in service would prob
you all remember, has announced the chickens.
Morning service at 10.30.
CHAS. D. WOODS, being washed down into the soil from tip to tip, are here at the front, and ably require monthly replacements of
vast importance of sustaining Russia.
that brings the belief in official state
Director the diseased leaves.
S. S. at 11.45.
If Germany continues to hold a large
ments that many more are coming and 1000 machines, so that such a program
Junior C. E. Society at 2.30 P. M.
There
is
a
common
notion
that
in
part of Russia, the world for years to
that at last the American is to be a would be a large undertaking, but one
Senior C. E. Society at 6.30 P- M.
come will be under the shadow of an
LATE BLIGHT OF POTATOES sects are an Important factor in the big factor in the air, a factor the need to which American production should
Braun* service test Sabbath of each ()thcr great war whlch wln surely be
spread of this disease and this seems
of which has been very apparent in be equal.
month at 7.30.
precipitated upon us when Germany How Does It Live Over Winter and to be a reasonable supposition Some
Prayor meetings Tuesday evening has developed her Russian posses
unpublished observations made by the the recent fighting of our troops.
How Does It Spread?
Because
of their
psychological
at 7.41.
pathologist of this Station as the re
sions to the point of yielding her men,
make-up, no air work so appeals to
Service at Foxcroft Church each
sult
of
an
outbreak
of
late
blight
in
an
Letters
addressed
to
the
Maine
Ag
money and supplies.
Americans as that of the Chase ma
Sabbath at 3 P. M.
“ Constantinople must be finally ricultural Experiment Station indicate experimental greenhoouse bear on
chines.
The American birdmen loved
Circumstaneial evidence
taken away from Turkey and placed that there is need of wider publicity this point.
to
match
their nerve and ability with
Free Baptist
in the hands of the Allies nations as relative to what has been learned in strongly indicated that either the
and
against
the boche aviators with a
Rev. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
flea-beetle
or
the
potato
aphid
were
a free port., so as to bar Germany’s Maine and elsewhere regarding the
full confidence in the result.
Conse
Mernlng service at 10.30 A. M.
the
reasonable
agents
in
carrying
the
above
questions.
A
recent
inquiry
in
way to the East and hold the Dardenquently,
there
may
be
some
disap- i
Svnday school at 12.00 Ms
elles open for the benefit of mankind. dicated that the writer thought the disease from the field to the green
pointment
that
no
Chase
machines
!
M
Yeung People’s meeting 6.00 P.
“ We must not be beguiled into con disease lives over winter in the soil. house, but positive proof was not ob
are
yet
in
sight
from
America.
But
i
f
)
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
cessions to Turkey in the hope of sep- This is a natural inference since the tained. No positive evidence was ob
she never places a Chase machine on J
Special music by choir.
aratfng her from Germany. It would organisms that cause certain other tained that the spores of the fungus
the front, the Dig field air service still i
Choir practice Monday nights.
adhered
to
the
bodies
of
the
aphids.
diseases
of
potatoes
not
only
are
car
be a miserable outcome to have Tur
j
All are cordially Invited to come and key retained in Europe, a curse to her ried by the seed tubers but persist in On the other hand it was apparent lies open vo America.
Air
bombers
in
thousands
from
;
hear the Rev. Mr. Jenkinssubjects and neighbors, a plague spot the soil for varying peroids after they that the fiea-beetle might act as a
America
can
do
wonders
towards
an
Tuesday night church prayer and and a breeder of wars. Let Turkey are once introduced.
Since at the carrier, but this was by no means the
early victory. If America puts odUO
praise Service.
and Bulgaria share the fate of their present writing late blight can be universal rule where they wore taken
bombing airplanes to work by next
from
plants
on
which
an
abundance
found
to
some
extent
in
all
but
the
master and be so treated that they
of
the
spores
of
the
late
blight
fungus
most
thoroughly
sprayed
fields
over
Methodist Episcopal
will be unable again to trouble the
a considerable area of the potato were being produced.
Military St.
world.
Hev. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
“ Palestine must mever return to growing sections of the State, a dis
OHAS. D. WOODS,
Public worship at 10.30 a. m.
Turkish rule and the prosecuted cussion of the manner in which the
Director.
The Sunday School at noon has or- Christians of Asia-Minor the Syrians disease spreads and the agencies con
gantaed classes for men and women, and the Armenians—must be made cerned therein is timely.
As is well known late blight, often U. S. FLIERS CAN
Junior League meeting and class for safe,
preparatory members at 3.00 p. m.
“ It is idle talk about our not anni j incorrectly called “ rust,” is caused by
ASSURE VICTORY
i
Epworth League meeting at 6.45 hilating the German people. Nobody !a fungus which not only destroys the
WITH THE AMERICAN A It MY.
C o n ta in s n o O p ia te s , C h lo r a l o r C o c a in e
foliage
but
causes
a
destructive
rot
of
course,
has
such
an
idea.
It
could
9- m
It is to be doubted if anything could
E a s y to T a k e .
F r e e S a m p le s
Praise and Preaching at 7.30.
not be done, even if we wished to do of the tuber as well. Frequently the h a v e
caused more
satisfaction
greatest loss comes from tuber decay.; throughout our army than the an
Prof. J. H. Llndsday, organist and it.
BALLARD GOLDEN OIL CO., Old T o w n , M a in e
“ The results which we must have Typically this is a dry rot, causing a j nouncement of the first Americanchoir master.
Prayer meeting at 7.30 Tuesday and which I have ventured to outline nistv-brown discoloration of the out- ! made airplanes doing duty on the
can never be obtained by a negotiated er portions of the tuber. In severe front. Many discouraging delays and
evening.
outbreaks, occurring in the field at discomfiting stories from the Cnited
peace.”
harvest time and soon thereafter, the States about our air program has
America,
Senator
Lodge
added,
al
Church of the Good Shepherd
disease on the tuber progresses with caused a certain spirit of apathy and
ready
was
turning
the
scales
of
bat
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector.
and keep your house, school,
tle In a war without selfish objectives. great rapidity and the entrance of doubt, not only among our aviators, 1
Sundays
secondary
organisms
produces
a
soft,
“
Our
sole
purpose,”
he
concluded,
store, ha!! or church comfort
but. in the infantry and artillery as
Holy Communion at 8 A. M. also
mushy, stinking decay which is too 'veil a sort of finding that America
able in th:
Iciest weather at
after Morning Prayer on the 1st Sun “ is to put Germany finally and com
pletely in a position where she can familiar to the experienced potato
day in the month.
very small running expense.
Morning Prayer and sermon 10.30. never again attempt to conquer and grower to require description.
Large fire boxes, enormous
Fungi as a rule reproduce themsel
ruin the world. Wo shall do it, but
Evening Prayer and sermon 7-30.
radiating surfaces, few joints,
ves
by
means
of
relatively
simple
we
must
be
above
all
proposition
l’or
Sunday School after morning ser
bodies called spores which serve a Then you realize the utter weakness
a
bargained
peace—deaf
alike
to
the
all
absolutely tighi, make
vice.
similar purpose to that of the seeds that robs ambition, destroys appetite
whimper
of
the
pacifist
and
to
wheodlHoly Da>s
OUR
ing of truculent appeal of helpers of of higher plants. The late blight fun- and makes work a burden.
Holy Communion at 8.00 A. M.
~V/O O D F U R N A C E S
To regain your strength nothing has
gus belongs to a class of which sever
Germany.”
al representatives produce a repro ever equaled or compared with Scott’s
ECONOMICAL
PEACE DRIVE
ductive body capable of living over Emulsion; its blood-enriching proper-*
Send us a plan of your build
FATTENING CHICKENS
winter out of doors. The results of ties give energy to the bodjt while its
ing for our definite recom
B Y B E A T E N G E R M A N Y IS
FOR MARKET certain investigations have indicated tonic value sharpens the appetite in
P R E D IC T E D BY LODGE
mendation.
a tendency on the part of the late a natural, permanent way.
Special Feeding Before Selling is i blight fungus to do this but there is
I f you are run down, tired, nervous,
Established
An earnest warning against “ Insidi
W O O D & B IS H O P C O .
Bangor, Maine
Profitable
1839 ’
no conclusive evidence that these overworked or lack strength, be sure
ous and poisonous” German peace
to
get
Scott’s
Emulsion
today.
i bodies ever develop sufl’n iently to
H A M IL T O N & G R A N T, D E A LE R S , H O U L T O N
Nineteen years ago the Maine Agri
propaganda and a declaration that
Scott & Bowse, Bloomfield, N. J.
j function in this way.
peace must be dictated to and not cultural Experiment Station m a d e
! The only known way that late
negotiated with Germany to place her j trials in fitting chickens for market,
[blight lives over winter is by means
In a position where she never again |the practical c onclusions -from which
!of tubers affected with dry rot.
Recan disturb the world’s peace, w ere!are even greater today under the
jpeated observations show that part
made in the Senate by Senator Lodge j marked increased cost of food than
ia lly decayed seed pieces from such
Of Massachusetts, ranking Republican j when they were made.
These exItubers, when planted, art* stimulated
of the foreign relations committee. , periments compared (a) the marketj to early germination. The fungus at
peace terms which must and will ing of range fed and especially fattack s the young sprouts and later
be forced on Germany were specifically ^tened birds, i b) Coop versus small
, spreads to the parts above ground. It
detailed by Senator Lodge, in address-j house feeding.
(el Effects of age.!
;then throws out branches on the surIng the Senate in support of the man-1 (d) Effects of green food,
; face upon which are produced large
power bill to extend the army draft j This was before the introduction of i
: numbers
of delicate,
thin-walled
ages. They included complete restor-1 large poultry plants into Maine. At i
i spores. The spores fall on near-by
ation of Belgium, unconditional r e -! that time most of the poultry in the*
This series o f twelve tests is designed
\
.leaves of healthy plants, germinate j
to take the uncertainty put of tire-buying.
turn of Alsace-Lorraine to France and j state were carried on dairy farms. J
land send a fungous thread into th e 1
of Italia Irredenta to Italy, safety for j Very little milk was sold and the skim |
tissues.
Here the fungus branches1
Greece, independence for Serbia and: milk was a farm by-produce.
Dry j
and ramifies through the leaf, killing J
Rumania, and independent Poland, in-J mash-feeding was unknown. In th ese1
the tissues and eventually producing ;
dependence of the Slav peoples and j experiments the specially fattened i
the characteristic brownish blotches 1
freedom of Russia from German dom- j birds were fed a porridge made of j
on the leaf. The under sides of the j
Inatlon, including returning of R us-: meal and skim milk. The porridge i
outer
portions of those diseased !
f I * H E talks which preceded this described many tests by
sian territory wrested by Germany in was thick enough to drop, but not to j
areas, more especially in the morning !
which to determine the value of tires before you buy them.
the Brest-Litovsk treaty.
run from the end of a spoon. The meal ■
or on rainy or cloudy days, show a \
Furthermore, Senator Lodge de- used was a mixture of 100 pounds of i
The subjects discussed in these talks were:
delicate frosty covering made up of I
dared, Constantinople must be made j corn meal, 50 pounds of finely ground
hundreds of fungus branches, each
a free port and Palestine never re -j oats, and 40 pounds of finely ground,
j carrying numerous spores. All of the
stored to Turkish rule.
meat meal. To wet up this 190
Weight
Tube-Shape
! above takes place before the owner of
“ These are the principal condi- pounds of meal required about 35
Ithe field is aware that the disease is
Cross-Sections
Thickness
t l o n s h e said, “ which will give a vic gallons of skim milk.
i there.
If the lower leaves of the
tory worth having. No peace that
(a) The specially fattened birds
Organization
Traction
; healthy plants are THOROUGHLY
satisfies Germany will ever satisfy us. sold quickly for 20 per cent per pound
j coated with bordeaux mixture early
Tube-Fit
Tube-Life
It cannot be negotiated peace. It must more than their mates direct from
i in the season and spraying is follow
be a dictated peace and we and our the range brought.
Price
Experience
ed up to protect new growth the dis
Allies must dictate it.”
(b) The coop fed birds (4 in a i
ease cannot get. beyond the first stage
Germany will undoubtedly attempt coop) made no more rapid or econom-1
mentioned above, for the protective
a strong peace drive when she feels ical growth in body weight than did |
Victory Is slipping from her grasp, their mates fed in small houses. The j spray is on the leaf in advance of the
spore of the fungus.
Senator Lodge Asserted, solemnly giv houses were 9 by 11 feet, with at- j
The spores of the late blight fungus
ing warning against the least yield tached yards 20 feet square, with 40 j
ing until Germany is beaten to her birds to a house. The labor was much j
knees, and such a peace enforced by less with the small house than with ! A SUCCESSFUL
dictation that Fill remove her forever coops.
|
„
MEDICINAL COMBINATION
as a possible disturber of the world’s
“ rmixture
.f? .U.‘.I! d for
.ab_°“each
‘ i pound in ! And on« that had
b«en needed
the!!CL
grain
peace.
and had not seemed to be possible, is
“ The Germans, repulsed and los crease in live weight when the chick Hood’s Sarsaparilla taken before
ing,” said Senator Lodge, “ will un ens were 130 days old, and about 8 eating and Peptiron after eating,
doubtedly resort to their other weap pounds for each pound increase in These two great medicines suppleon. Which they have used more than live weight when the chickens were |B}ent each other in purifying and enonce during this war with terrible 170 days old. This is in accord with ; niching the blood, strengthening and
effect. They will begin an insidious the well known fact that the younger ! ,? nin£ , e n6rves_, putting life into
and poisonous peace propaganda. the animal the less the quantity of the body and color into the face.
Taken in conjunction, they are the
W ith their weapon they have suc food required to make a pound of ideal remedy for the blood and
ceeded In disorganizing Russia. It is growth. With only the moderate nerves. I f a laxative is needed take
the German propaganda which we dlffcrenre of six weeks in age it takes Hood’s Pills. All drueerists.
Shall be obliged to face in the ensuing a third more food to produce a pound
months and It therefor seems to me increase in weight of a 6 months old
o f the last importance to know exact chicken than it does with a 6 weeks
Ev e ry
P ro v o ; M ic h e lin B eet
ly what we mean by peace. General younger bird.
ities will not serve. It must be, it is
(d) Rape as a green food when
commonly said—we have all said it— added to the ration above outlined
FOR T H R O A T AKD LUNGS
a just and righteous peace.
was without effect.
I A OalHum c o m n o u m l th a t will bring re
in m any j.« ;:!<• anti c h r o n ic case.-i.
“ But what is a just and righteous
At the time these trials were made Plief
rov id es in hanu >st fo rm , a basic r e m 
peace?' W e Intend to make the world the minutely present “ fat soluble sub edy hi' -hlv r< ci.nmi.-ndod l,y science. Con tains i.o h a r m fu l i-.-igs. T r y them today.
•AfC for 4emocracy. But what exact stance” and “ water soluble substance”
ly do we mean? If we mean, as we were undiscovered. And the fact that SO cents a box, including war tax
F o r sale b y all dnigglirtR
undoubtedly do, the democracy of the addition of green food which was
fic lu u a o L a b o r a t o r y , P h ila d e lp h ia
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for Gladys.
| How are you getting along now with
the work? I am well and getting along
i fine. Am expecting some mail from
! you folks now any day.
I Hoping this letter finds you all well

OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T

van and Ralph Albert got shell shocked an(j j oe oiIZfn got gassed. I got a
quite a lot of gas and was quite sick
f0r a week, but 1 stayed with them for
there is a lot of sport in it when you
have got them on the run. ('’apt. Find-

Into the Petrograd,’ which Is th*^ Amer
ican Y. W. C. A. hostess house of
Paris, than any other place in France.
Soldiers and sailors meet their women
friends there ; there are the Red Cross
nurses, the women of the Signal Corps,
American women stenographers, vari
ous medical orders, the Y. W. O. A.
naturally, and all the rest. It is a nev
er ending, strangely shifting throng.
“ Besides being unique for its ‘bomb
parlor,’ the hotel serves butter for
breakfast and has bathing facilities
for Its resident guests at all hours.
These are enough to give lasting fame
to any house In France at this time.
Last winter It was known as the
‘house with warm rooms.’
The Hotel Petrograd of Paris Is one
of the three Y. W. ( ’. A. hostess houses
in France. The others are at P.ourges
ami Tours. The social rooms of all
sire open to any woman or girl at any
time of day or evening to meet her
men or women friends, rest, enjoy so
cial Intercourse, rej.nl or write.

C L A S S I F I E D AD S
Rooms to Let No. 12 Kelleran Street,*
three minutes walk to the Square.
References required.

Wanted, a Good Reliable Man to act
as herdsman.
For particulars in
R. A. Stimson of Masardis, was In
Kelso, is taking a week off from offl- it mailed tonight.
We are in a fine little place now, it
quire of A. G. Cottle.
town last week on business.
. .
Your loving Son.
is quiet and a good place to rest up,
C. W. Starkey has Just Installed a cial duties and is enjoying his vaeaFor Sale— House and lot on Elm St..
HARLEY B. SHARP. and a chance to swim in the warm
motor in his market for grinding bone, tion around home,
Apply to Mrs. F. R. Smith, Tel. 447river every day. We are expecting to
bamburs .to»k, etc.
| Starkey’s meat allcer Just puts the
2’
tf
August 12th, 1918.
go back further in a few days. I was
Mr. T. A. De Costa of Mars Hill was j finishing touch on smoked beef, bacon
For
Sale— Second-hand pung and
in to a French lady's home the other
a business visitor in town Thursday, ate.
, Dear Sister:^in,glLoV
V;agon’ *n go°d condition.
to
I don’t remember when I wrote
day and had her cook me some green
Tel. 462-1.
337p
The man on the Water Wagon h 1 B. A. Donovan returned from I ortsatisfied If he is drinking Maple Spring land, last week, where he has been f o r ; you last so I will try and scratch you beans and eggs,, with a few eumeumFurnished Rooms to Let.. Home Con
water
! several weeks, the guest of his daugh-;off a few lines tonight.
bers on the side. It was just like
veniences.
Corner Highland Ave.
I got two letters from you tonight go|ns j„ home again, after eating out
and Pleasant St.
37^
Mrs, Harry Sowers returned home ter, Mrs. E. H. McMenamin.
moie 0f a tjn f,an j>or j wo or three weeks.
Before
selling
your
poultry
te
le
I
and
I
don’t
know
how
many
Thursday from a visit with friends in
One Heavy Work Horse For Sale
336p j since I wrote you last.
The French people use us fine, they
phone 152W
Presque Isle.
weighing 1400 lbs. Inquire o f How
week
One
of
your
letters
was
dated
the
,t.an’|
,]0
enough
for
us
The
cooties
ard Tingley. Tel. 814-31
Fresh Oysters three times a
Enlist in this war against waste with
a Round Oak Range or Heater from served in unv style bv Geo. Campbell, second and the other the eleventh of are our worst trouble over here, when
Boarding Place For Students Wanted.
successor to Russell. Union Sc,.
m •»«'>’ and Loth got here the same time we came from the line, I went to take
Hamilton & Grant Co.
Write to Houlton Business College,
Got
a
letter
from
Wendell
tonight,
off my shirt and could not find it. 1
Sleeplessness. You can’t sleep in
or phone 186M
337
Mrs. Jessie Ellis and son, Kenneth,
have returned home from a visit with the stillest night, if your digestion is one from mother, one from Gladys and thought I had cooties enough when I
Wanted: Man and wife to work on a
was in the woods, but that was noth
'bad
Take Hood's Sarsaparilla- it one from Stella last night.
relatives in Bangor.
From Punch
farm, or a woman as housekeeper.
I wrote home a few days ago about ing. Clarence Ayotte and I are sleep !
With any kind of fuel you are safe [ strengthens the stomach and estab.
Apply to F. W. Bishop. Tel. 434-2.
! “ Just ask Dr. Jones to run round to
with a Round Oak Range or Heater lishes that condition in which sleep sending them a little box containing ing together, a fellow came in and
227
my place right away. Our cook’s fal
from Hamilton & Grant Co.
|regularly comes and is sweet and re- a watch and chain, but the )ox as laid down in our bed. when ho got up len downstairs, broke her leg; the For Sale— 1 Hoover Digger, t Iron
been delaved a few days on account of he picked ten from his elbow, so we
M. C. Daley is acting as Yard Mas-. freshing.
Age Digger. 2 Oliver Sulkey Plows,
house-maid’s got chicken-pox. and my
ter at the B. & &. station during the ! Thla season of the year is when one not having any stamps but it will get are not to bad off for friends.
all in good condition.
G. A. Hall
two boys have been knocked down by
r °337
Well mother I will have to say Good
absence of W. C. Clifford.
[enjoys drinking Maple Spring Water, there after awhile. There is quite a
a taxi."
When in Hartland call at Central . Its g0od for the health. Leave your story goes with that watch and chain are not too bad off for friends.
A
Furnished
Room
to
Let,
heated
anc
"I’m sorry, sir. but the doctors was
Love and good luck to all.
lighted. Opp. Monument Park. In
Garagefor autosupplies. Two blocks
orders at the TIMES Office.
that 1 w0’,1(1 like t() ’,e llf n‘\y enou®!1
blown up in yesterday’s air-raid and
quire of Mrs. Mary E. Stuart. Mili
From your loving son,
south of Bridge.
*36p
Christian Science services held each to tell yon. any-wav
got the wa c i
he won’t be down for a week.’’
tary St.
28ti
ALBERT LOGAN.
Every slice cut Just right by Star- Sunday at 11 A. M. Sincock Hall, and he doesn't need one any more,
koy’s automatic meat slicer.
Sept. 22nd. Subject: “ Matter.”
All am back in a little village with abou
New Modern House For Sale on
Weeks Ave., six rooms with bath.
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
W. L. Mitchell of New Haven, for- are welcome.
a half tlozen mce lookin& young dressMACCABEES
For particulars inquire of C. B.
E.
G.
Bryson
has
received
30
head
makers
around
me
while
I
am
writing
S. C. C. Ward of Augusta, state de Heated Rooms to Let, at Mrs. Nevmerly connected with the Btfffalo
Esters, Main Street.
of
Western
horses
and
has
them
on
this
letter
but
1
don’t
know
what
kind
puty of the Maccabees, and John F.
Fert. Co. was in town Friday.
ers’, Court St.
°>Stf
For Sale— 75 acres of the Steve O
Call or Phone if you have poultry sale at his stables near the mill. Call of fellows are around him by this McCullough of Orono, District Deputy
borne farm on the west side of tl
time.
for Eastern Maine, are in town arrang Get Your Fall Supply of Apples From
for sale. Tel. 152W
336p and look them over.
A. G. Cottle. Prices right.
38tf
Houlton—Presque Isle road in Li
Well
I
suppose
you
are
running
that
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Mercier left j
---------------------ing for a class initiation in early
tleton. James Archibald, Admr.
new Nash yourself by this time. Who j Q(,tober Suprem e Commander of the For Sale— AYoung Farm Horse in
Friday on a three weeks trip to B u f-, LETTERS FROM “ OVER THERE
gets Miles’ meals for him?
good condition. ’Phone 212-4. 438p Farm to Rent, 1i/2 Miles From Little
Maccabees, Hon. D. P. Markey of De
falo. Cleveland and other cities.
France, Aug. 8, 1918.
ton Sta., I l l acres, 100 cleared. For
Suppose you had a great trip while troit. Mich., expects to visit Houlton
If you want a nair cut, call at the Dear Father;
For Sale— A New Iron Age Potato
particulars inquire of Mrs. Arthur
you
were
gone
and
saw
lots
of
sights
Digger. Inquire of A. G. Cottle.
barber shop; if a saw cut, call at the
Bell at 58 Military St. Tel. 255W.
I am dropping you a few lines to- but I wish you could see some that I Tent No. 72, early in October.
'
- 38tf
Mr. Ward and Mr. McCulough, have
Saw dentist shop.
832p
night to let you know that I am mail- jiave seen Yesterday I saw a church
Charles Le Bell came home Thursjust
finished
a
trip
through
Piscata
For
Sale—
1
Pair
Heavy
Team
Horses,
. , ling you a little box, containing a that took one hundred and thirty-five
Pereheron mares, 5 yrs. old. weight For Sale— The Augusta E. Chadwick
quis and Aroostook Counties and find
day from Portland to register, and wi watch and chain, which I knew would
homestead, on corner Park and Fair
3000. Inquire W. E. Fanjov, Tel.
spend a few days in town before re interest you. especially when I tell years to build. It is carved out of the lodges in excellent condition.
streets, including house, barn, and
S02-22.
138p
stone. If you could see it you would
turning.
fine corner lot. about one acre in
say they did well to build it in that
Comfortably Furnished Rooms For
all. Jas. Archibald, Executor.
I will pay cash for live poultry. Tel.
time. It was started in the year of BOMB PARLOR FOR
rent, only two minutes walk to
152W
336p
Market Square. Applv to C. G. Wanted: A Young man to learn the
940.
AMERICANS IN PARIS
Lunt, TIMES Office.
Mrs. H. C. Calhoun and children re
They have good reasons for calling
clothing business, also an exper
turned home Wednesday evening from
ienced man. To the right ones a
“ A series of unearthly wails from Pigs For Sale— I have Some Choice
this the old country.
Has Charlie
position of importance can be given.
a two weeks visit with relatives in
the siren Mint announces an air raid
Chester Pigs ready to deliver Sept.
Ilotham been called yet?
Address Besse-Baker Co., Brockton,
30th.
price
85.0(1
each.
E.
Shirlev
and
we
are
out
of
our
beds
and
down
Dover, N. H.
I hope Andrew Henderson and Corey
Mass. Of the Besse System, 40
Benn, R. F. D. No. 5. Tel. 852-15
store:-;.
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aren't called till fall for they are need in the bomb parlor in double quick
238p
time,” writes a woman who lives at
ed
so
much
where
they
are.
I
see
in
DREAM THEATRE
the Hotel Petrograd in Paris. “ Many
the paper where they are going to times I have made the flight twice in For Rent About October 1st, Dwelling Farm For Sale— 160 Acres, 43 Acres
tillage, excellent potato land, good
and stable, 79 Court street, all mod
Problem of Divorce Vital Theme of
take them up to forty-five years.
a night. But you get used to It and
wood lot, good buildings, 2V6 miles
ern improvements. Double windows,
Story of “Old Wives for New”
Well I must close for this time for drop off to sleep again as soon as you
to village and railroad. Price only
storm doors, and screens.
L. O.
$3500. A rare bargain, for sale by
Ludwig.
33S
I don’t know whether you will be able get the chance.
The old- problem of divorce, the
L H. Brooks. Real Est, Agfent, South
“ The ‘bomb parlor* is otic of the
to read what I have written or not, for
For Sale— One Concertone P laye r
troubles of men who are forced away
Paris. Me.
I’m writing this on my gas mask and unique features of the Petrograd. It
Piano, double veneered, cross band
from their homes by wives gone to
is
not
its
official
title
a
few
of
us
it makes a very poor writing desk.
ed Mahogany, thoroughly seasoned.
feed, to seek the love of other women
have naim'd it that. It is a good sized;
Bushed tuning pins. Price $550. G. Nice Farm, over 200 Acres, for sale,
Your loving Brother,
the “ Kit Perkins’’ place two miles
room at the bottom of the house and j
— these are a few of the great social
A. Hagerman.
138p
CORP. HARLEY B. SHARP. tins no outside walls. Once there, we |
from town, new buildings and nice
questions
which are interestingly
orchard, land more than half mow
feel as safe from harm ns we ever did' For Sale— Registered Holstein Bull 3
handled by Cecil B. De Mille in his
ing: 30 head of cattle and five
years
old.
gentle
to
handle.
No
Aug. 5. 1918.
in our beds. We spend the time be-,
horses: farm tools and crops. Bespecial Axtcraft production of “ Old
better
in
Aroostook.
I
have
9
of
his
Dear Mother:tween the ‘alerte’ that turns us out of
loni Bouchard. R. F. D. 4 SkowheDaughters.
Have purchased
a
Wives for New,” which is to be pre
Just a few lines to let you know I bed and the ‘all clear’ signal that tells
gan. Me.
437p
young one to take his place; will
sented at the Dream Theatre, next
am well, we just came down from the us to go back, with games, reading and
sell cheap. Geo. C. Goodall, OakTuesday.
field, Me.
38tf Wanted: Agent for Houlton, Ashland,
_______ __ _
front for a rest, and believe me, we visiting. I have seen lied Cross nurses
Caribou, Easton and Monticello.
on the floor fast asleep in spite of the
you where I got it. It is a German need it. We started the big drive and
For Sale or For Rent— Six Room
Good proposition. Previous exper
awful din of tlm bombs and guns.
ience unnecessary. Free school of
house on Columbia Street, with
watch and was in one’s possession un- S°t our objective.
We had to do
“ More kinds of unfforms in all
Instructions.
Address Massachu
bath room and hot and cold water
til four days ago I became the proud some pretty hard fighting to get it, we
v ,,f f|-(>shness apd. fading come
setts Bonding and Insurance Com
Newly painted, papered and Kalowner. He doesn’t need a watch any advanced over thirty miles in seven
pany.
Accident and Health De
somined
throughout.
Possession
more for he has a new occupation now days.
Fritz always called us the
partment. Saginaw, Michigan. Cap
immediately. E. L. Cleveland Com
C A U T IO N
i pany.
that time doesn’t count in.
school boys from America, but he will
’
238
ital $1,500,000.
227
My wife. Lizzie Parks, having left '
It was in a little raiding party that think different after this,
my bed and board, without just provo- *
left their manners behind them, and
We have been going it ever since cation, I hereby forbid anyone trust- j
went over to make Fritz a call that 1 we came over here, and expect a long ing her on mv account after this date. 1
JOHN PARKS
j
got the watch.
rest now.
Houlton. Me., Sept. 9, 1918.
337p
We got great praise for our work
The boys all went “over the top”
and have the honor of being the first just like hull dogs, when we would get
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
national army men to pull off a raid handy enough to them so they would
Whereas, Thomas Bell, then of Houl
so you see that also adds to the his- have to fight hand to hand, they would ton, in the County of Aroostook and
tory of the watch, being taken in the run before they would fight.
State of Maine, now deceased, by his 1
: [ first national army raid ever pulled off
Some of the boys fired down their mortgage deed dated August 21, 1916, j
to be held in
The box also contains a handkerchief rifles and used their fist. Ralph Sulli- and recorded in the Aroostook Reg
istry of Deeds in Vol. 289, Page 494, j
conveyed to us the undersigned, Sam-1
•OldVivos Fop N o v *
uel Clark, Jr., J. T. Skofield and Frank ■
D. True, all of Portland, in the County ,
of Cumberland and State of Maine, j
This photoplay is based upon the
as co-partners, doing business as D.
novel by the late David Graham Phil-!
W. True & Co., in said Portland, all
Ups, and the picturlzation Is the work
that certain real estate situate in
Under the auspices of the Fredericton Park Association
the town and village of said Houlton
o f Jeanle MacPherson, author of many
that was conveyed to said Thomas Bell
successful photoplays. Aside from the
by Richard S. Phillips by his deed of
problems outlined above, the story |
warranty, dated August 9, 1904, and
graphically reveals the efforts of a
recorded in the Aroostook Registry of
Deeds, Vol. 207, Page 404, to which
woman who is naturally slothful to re-1
said
deed and record and to deeds
tain her husband for the sake of popu-,
and records therein mentioned, ref
lar opinion, the conflicting emotions
erence is hereby made for a more par
2,25 Trot and Pace
2.22 Trot
that arise when a man- is confronted 1
ticular description of the real estate
2 .18 Trot and Pace
2 1 3 Trot and Pace
thereby conveyed.
by what the world calls duty and what
And whereas, the condition of said
his heart tells him is living a lie— )
Free-for-all
2
.15
Trot
and
Pace
mortgage is broken. Now, therefore,
these are some of the elements in J
by reason of the breach of the con
this remarkable picture.
dition of said mortgage, we claim a
foreclosure thereof and give this no
The story is epochal, but it is at the
tice for that purpose.
same time world-old. Society and its 1
Dated at Houlton, Maine, this 5th
foibles, the more Intimate side o f
Don't forget the dateM ake the t: ip by auto down
day of September, 1918.
marital life, the probing of hearts—
SAMUEL CLARK, Jr.,
the beautiful St. John R iver.
.
.
.
.
all Is contained in this remarkable
J. T. SKOFIELD.
motion picture drama. Many screen
H U G H O ’ N K IL , Secreta-v
FRANK D. TRUE,
D. W. TRUE & CO.,
players of prominence' interpret the ,
By their attorney,
various roles.
j
i
337
George A. Gorham
“ •herlff Nell's Tussle” a Scream
j
Few Western comedies have in
spired a more delightful following than
the Sheriff Nell stories of the Para- •
mount-Mack Sennett issues starring
Polly Moran and Ben Turpin. They
are full o f vim and ginger and they
have been a source of pleasure to
hundreds o f thousands of persons.
The latest Triggerville story is “ Sher
iff Nell's Tussle” which will be a
feature o f the bill at the Dream Thea
tre, next Saturday. Its various scenes,
filled as they are with laughs galore,
are guaranteed to drive away the
'H Y not secure a young bull from one of the largest
blues—a promise which, In these days
producing herds in New England ? Our Lctd is
Of war and high cost of living has an
tuberculin te-ted each v ;c . m» ver in w - had a reaction. ' e
extremely attractive aspect.
A Comedy of Merit
hold the N ew E n glan d record for Ju n io r three year old :;i d
Employing her “gats” in her usual
tne State record over ail breeds and ages, also the third
affective style, Polly Moran, the fa
largest thirty day World record ( 13 7 .9 1 pounds of butter in
mous Impersonator of Sheriff Nell, is
the star attraction of the new Para
thirty days for a Ju n io r three year old).
.
.
.
.
mount-Mack Sennett comedy. “ Sher
iff Nell’s Tussle,” which is to be
shown at the Dream Theatre next
Saturday.
This Is a side-splitting
comedy, and unlike most creations of
Its kind, it has a sustained plot which
displays to advantage the varied
characteristics of the star and her
support. Notable among these is Ben
Turpin, the eccentric comedian, whose
work
in Paramount-Mack Sennett
comedies has made him one of the
most notable comedians in the cinema
ffald.

Fall R ace M eet

NOTICE TO

F redericton, N. B.
O ctober 2, 3 and 4

Holstein Breeders

The Race Event o f the Year
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Classes

------

$ 1 9 0 0 in P u r s e s

w

VISITORS

m

ALWAYS

WELCOME

Summit Lumber Company
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SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT

BALLOON FOUND

September Term, 1918, held at Caribou APPEAL TO SAVE FRUIT PITS SCHOOL OF INSTRUCTION FOR
“ Peach stones are diamonds. Save
September 3, 1918
LEGAL ADVISORY BOARD
every
one, for they may save the lives
Hon. Albert M. Spear, Justice Pre
Schools
of Instruction for members
of soldiers,” says the food adminstrasiding.
of
the
Legal
Advisory Board District
tion, in an appeal sent out to people
Michael M. Clark, (Jerk
No.
1,
will
be
held on Friday, Septem
Mr. and Mrs. S. Friedman and Mrs.
Walter B. Clark, Deputy Clerk
' to bear in mind the need of peach ber 20th, at ten o ’clock in the fore
IMPORTANT NOTICE
stones
and
kindred
material
for
use
in
Chas. H. Fogg went to Boston Tues
Rev. M. C. Miner, Chaplain
noon at the following places, viz:
making gas masks.
TO SUBSCRIBERS day by auto.
W. H. Cornforth, Reporter
I
Ashland, in the office of W. L. Wal
The government has just issued to
Jas. Iv. Plummer and family left
Charles E. Dunn, Sheriff
l “ The piles are growing steadily, but dron, Esq.
all newspapers drastic rules which it Monday for a 4 weeks stay at Shin
they must continue to grow," adds the
Fred E. Sanders vs. W. M. Thonip- 1
Presque Isle, in the office of J. Orin
is hoped will reduce the consumption Pond (Patten.)
administration.
“ Make friends with Smith, Esq.
kins, O. L. Keyes, Green & Beck. 1
of newspaper at least 15 per cent.
Mr. C. A. Small of the Maine Auto
Action on a contract for the sale of the peach. The peach has a heart
One of these rules is as follows:
Mars Hill, in the office of W. S,
mobile Assn., Is in town in the inter
automobiles. Verdict for Plaintiff for that she is willing to offer up in this Brown, Esq.
MNo publisher may continue sub ests of this organization.
.n il-99.
time of need. The gas defence diviscriptions after three months after
Island Falls, in the office of Seth T.
Mrs. Bessie Nevers spent last week
J. Elmer Amsden vs. George W.
sion of the United States armv an- j Campbell Esq.
date o f expiration, unless subscrip with friends and relatives in St.
Parks, O. L. Keyes, Powers & Guild.
tions are renewed and paid for.”
Stephen and St. Andrews.
Action to recover purchase price of a nonnces that the following stones are j Houlton, at the Court House.
This rule compels us to change our
Leland McElwee of this town and
horse. Verdict for Plaintiff for $250.- : all useful in the manufacture of gas j All associate members of the Board
whole policy regarding subscriptions. Harold Good of Montieello, U. S. N. R.
00. Motion for new trial filed. “ Law” masks, and should be collected and are requested to be present at one of
We have always allowed a reason are home on a short furlough.
Van Buren Light & Power Co. vs. forwarded: Peach stones or ^eeds, j these meetings and receive instrucable credit to subscribers but now we
CHARLES F. THORNE
tions.
Inhabitants of Van Buren, Shaw &
A letter received from Wm, O. Buzapricot, prune, plum and olive pits, |
must adopt the paid in advance sys
The
death
of
Charles
F.
Thorne,
a
Thornton,
Archibalds,
Powers
&
Guild.
1
zell, reports him well and located
H. W. SHAW
date seeds, cherry pits.
i
tem. We must pot this in force just
somewhere in Scotland, as first ' lass respected resident of this town during Action to recover pay for electric cur- I
THOMAS V DOHERTY
I
as soon as possible. To save the time
the past 27 years, occurred last Fri rent and materials furnished town of j “ The stones, when dried, may be j
mechanic in a large aviation field.
CHARLES P. BARNES •
and expense of sending out hundreds
day at Bangor, where he had been for Van Buren. Verdict directed for I)e- 1sent to the local Red Cross, in HoulThe
Rev.
Thomas
Whiteside,
Dr.
G.
Aroostook
County Legal Advisory
of bills we ask all subscribers to see
the past two months taking treatment. fendant—exceptions filed and allowed, ton.
*
P.
Clifford,
and
Mrs.
P.
E.
Whitney
Board, District No. 1.
to it that their subscription is paid
His age was about 46 years.
Mr. “ Law”
up to date or in advance. On the la have gone to Brewer to the Joint Thorne came to Houlton 27 years ago
Henry A. Gagnon vs. Emile LeBrun,
bel of your paper Is the date to which Centenary and Sunday School Train and entered the employ of the late P. C. Keegan, L. V. Thibodeau, Shaw
It is paid. Look it up and if you are ing Conference.
Albert Lovejoy, in the stove and tin <fc Thornton. Action to recover price
The attention of our readers is cal ware business, afterward being em
not paid up to date, kindly call or send
of cement & sacks. Verdict for Plain
in your remittance for another year. led to the ad in this issue of a Race ployed by Smith Bros, and later in tiff for $128.25 being same amount
This is the order of the government meet to be held In Fredericton, Oct. business for himself in company with
tendered the Plaintiff by the Defend
2—3—4, and doubtless many from this Jos. Wingate, under the name‘of Win ant.
and it mutt be followed.
section will attend.
gate & Thorne.
Remi Morin vs. Lezime Ouellette,
During Potato Digging time many
Geo. E. Wilkins left Friday for Bos
Hon. Thos. V. Doherty accompanied
During his residence here and his A. S. Crawford, D. L. Theriault, Shaw
large potatoes will be uncovered—who
ton on a business trip.
by Hon. R. W. Shaw, Parker P. Bur business connections, he made many & Thornton. Action to recover for
will find the largest one?
Mrs. S. S. Thornton was in Augusta leigh and Chas. Carroll went to Cari friends, he was quiet and unassuming. trespass of Defendant upon Plaintiff's
I will give $10.00 to the farmer who
brings to my store the largest potato
last week on business.
bou Tuesday where they had business A few years ago he met with an acci farm. Verdict for Plaintiff for $99.50.
during the potato harvest.
Miss Ethel Jenks is visiting friends before the Probate Court.
! dent since which time he has been in
Perlin J. Parker vs. A. C. Passmore,
All potatoes must be weighed and
In St. Stephen, for a short time.
The Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor of poor health, and his death while not Powers & Guild, Shaw & Thornton.
plainly tagged with owner’s name and
E. S. Hopkins of Ft. Fairfield >yas the Presbyterian Church, will preach unexpected is a severe blow to his Action to recover damages done to au
will be on exhibition in my window.
a business caller in town Monday.
tomobile in collision with auto of de
at the Methodist Church at the 7.30 P. family and friends.
Chas. Wise returned Saturday by M. service next Sunday.
Verdict for Plaintiff for
He is survived by a widow who be fendant.
The Epalto from a business trip to Vance- worth League will hold its meeting at fore marriage was Miss Edna Brad $214.25.
boro.
ford, and one son, Millard. His fath The Produce Dealers Supply vs. Asa
a quarter before seven o ’clock.
C. E. Atherton, accountant for J.
Union Square
'M y Clothiers”
Houlton. Maine
Lyman J. Pendell of Caribou, Geo. er who is a resident of Island Falls, H. Tapley, W. R. Roix, Shaw & Thorn
Watson & Co. is enjoying a short va
ton.
Action
to
recover
cost
of
potato
also
survives
besides
3
brothers
and
H. Collins and C. F. West of Presque
cation.
sacks. These sacks were purchased
Isle, C. C. Harvey of Fort Fairfield, P. 3 sisters.
T. S. Plnkham one of Fort Kent’s
by
Mr. Tapley from a man who after
Funeral
services
were
held
Sunday
L. Waddington of Mars Hill, and Geo.
prominent business men, was in town
F. Wright of Caribou, were in town afternoon conducted by Rev. Thomas wards was sent to State prison for
Saturday.
Monday, to attend the funeral of the Whiteside, pastor of the M. E. Church stealing—the sacks being part of the
Geo. Paul spent the week in St.
and were under the auspices of Rocka- property stolen. Verdict for Plain
late Chas. A. Lyons.
Stephen, N. B. last week with friends,
bema Lodge No. 78 I. O. O. F. burial tiff for $280.00.
The second of a series of Patriotic
enjoying the Fair.
being made in Evergreen Cemetery, j Thomas W. Stairs vs. Arthur W.
Miss Eoline Porter left Saturday for meetings will be held in the F. B.
Porter, W. R. Roix, Greene & Beck.
Island Falls where she will teach Churtji on Sunday evening, Sept 22, YANKEES TURNED RETREAT Action for enticement of Plaintiff’s
at 7 o ’clock to which the public Is in
school again this fall.
INTO PRECIPITATE FLIGHT daughter. Verdict for Plaintiff for
vited.
Hon. R. W. Shaw will be the
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Perry of Pres
$458.33. Exceptions filed anl allowed,
speaker.
A dispatch from London says:
que Isle, spent the week end with Mr.
“ Law".
On Thursday, Sept. 19th, the first British congratulations to America’s
and Mrs. W. B. Clark.
Nora F. O'Neal vs. Charles Weston,
meeting
of the W. C. T. U. for the first army are conveyed in warmest
Mr. and Mrs. John Ronan with their
O.
L. Keyes, C. F. Small. Action to
son, Horace, were in St. Stephen, last year, will be held, with Mrs. C. E. tones. Under the heading, “ America recover for an assault made upon
victorious,’’
the
Daily
News
says
the
Dunn, on Military St. At this meet
week attending the Fair.
Plaintiff by Defendant. Verdict for
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Powers of Mil- ing delegates will be elected to State vanguard of the American army has Defendant.
All mem brilliantly signalized its entry into
linocket, were in town last Wednes Convention at Rockland.
Arthur Taylor vs. Columbus Haynes,
the war as an independent force and
bers
are
requested
to
be
present.
O /
day calling on relatives.
Greene
& Beck, O. L. Keyes, & Shaw
adds: “ What has happened is that the
Benj. F. Townsend of Portland was
Governor Milliken Wednesday ap
&
Thornton.
Action
to
recover
for
enemy had prepared to retire at his
a caller In town Friday and Saturday pointed the delegates to represent the
leisure and was given no time to car assault made upon Plaintiff’s wife by
where he had business.
State of Maine, unofficially, at the an
Defendant. Verdict for Plaintiff for
Mrs. Nash McCormick and daughter nual meeting of the American Hospit ry out his project. What was to have $386.46. Motion for new trial filed.
Alice, o f Presque Isle, have been in al Association In Atlantic City, N. J. been an orderly withdrawal was con “ Law” .
verted by the Americans into a pre- i
•Houlton visiting friends.
Sept. 24—28. From this section were 1
DIVORCES
cipitate
flight in which 15,000 prisonT. J. Fox attended the Red Cross Sister Mary Christina, Supt. of the
The following divorces were grant
ers,
to
say
nothing
of
the
dead
and
Field Day at Woodstock on Wednes Madigan Hospital, and Margaret B.
wounded were left behind. The Amer ed at the September term, S. J. C.
day, and reports a fine time.
Cowan of the Presque Isle Hospital.
icans
at Ptagny are separated by a held at Caribou, Maine.
,Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Smart were in
Ida It. Grant from Edwin J. Grant,
Vimestpho last week visiting friends. WAR AS IT REALLY IS AT THE little more than the breadth of the
cruel
and abusive treatment.
Moselle, from German territory. It Is
They made the trip by auto.
Cecile
C. Cormier from John B. Cor
probable
Indeed
that
they
are
already
DREAM THEATRE
Miss Mary Jordan of Boston has
mier, desertion.
across
the
river
and
on
the
sacred
The official war pictures which are
W e H ave the Best
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
Sadie A. Ellingwood from William
soil of the Fatherland at a distance of
being
shown
at
the
Dream
Theatre
Farrar for the past two weeks.
each Saturday continue to draw big not more than 12 miles from Metz S. Ellingwood, cruel and abusive
in the Floral Line
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Clifford left last
Mention of the great frontier fortress treatment.
crowds.
week on a vacation trip to New Hamp
These pictures are shown by per- must raise no premature expectations, i Eftie Hallett from Ruel Hallett, non
shire, making the trip by auto.
support and for grossly, wantonly and
mission of the U. S. Government and Ifor
is ,)y no means proba 3 e 1 a
Mrs. A. E. Newell and Miss Helene are genuine war scenes, and can in no j immediate assault on the cit> s m cruelly refusing and neglecting to pro
v id e suitable maintenance for her.
Hall have returned home from a trip way be confused with the MAKE-UP tended.
I
Robert Pomroy from Annie B. Pomto the New York millinery markets. WAR SCENES, as every rule is a
“ Gen. Pershing and his brave
Conservatories
H igh Street, Houlton
roy,
desertion.
troops,
says
the
Chronicle,
“deserve
Snpt. J. B. McMann of the B. & A boni-fidi reproduction of the doings on
Bessie
Belle
Lewis
from
George
W.
congratulations
on
the
very
skillful
R. R. and wife are enjoying an auto the different battle fronts and other
|and efficient piece of work. Its ac Lewis, cruel and abusive treatment.
trip along the coast and into the points.
Helen A. Jenkins from Jasper H.
complishment justifies the high hopes
White Mts.
Jenkins,
desertion.
At the registration last week of ISTATE OF MAINE CHRISTMAS formed of the American troops. They
Martha
Hanson from John Hanson,
had
already
given
proof
of
their
fine
m«a In Houlton from 18 to 45, who
desertion.
TRADE
fighting
qualities
in
hard
fought
bat
will be subject to the draft, 776 men
The Maine Committee on Public tles when incorporated with French * Daisey L. Merrill from Edward C.
were enrolled.
Safety of which Harold M. Sewall of and British armies, now in Lorraine, Merrill, cruel and abusive treatment,
Mias Louise Buzzell left Thursday
Bath is the chairman, has sent out a and they have supplied a striking il i Ethel I. Weller from Fred J. Weller,
for Barre, Vt., where she will assume
bulletin saying that the executive lustration of their capacity to carry desertion.
* position on the teaching staff of the
committee, on representation of deal- through successfully an independent I Cathleen E. Jordan from William P.
Goddard Seminary.
ers from all over the State that their operation on a considerable scale. The Jordan, cruel and abusive treatment.
Miss Harriet M. Nickerson of Swan- goods had been bought and were al-1 United States may well be proud of
Lucy K. Terrio from Augustus Ter* rille, Me., Is the guest of Mr. and Mrs ready in stock for Christmas, d e te r -* the manner in which its young army rip, desertion.
L. S. Black, returning with them by mined that action on the part of the has conducted itself in its first offen j Charles Henry Knight from Lucy
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16
auto on Saturday.
Jane Knight, adultery.
committee in restricting such sales sive.”
CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
“SEVEN PEARLS”
Messrs. Trank Adams, Harry Crafts, was Inexpedient.
| Alonzo Winship from Edith L. WinMACK S E N N E TT COMEDY “The Kitchen Lady”
Diplomatic
ship, desertion.
Wilfred Burden and L. J. Lancaster
Since then the largest dealers and
“ Dick,” said a girl to her lover one
Olive P. Perkins from Henry S. Per
spent several days in St. Stephen, last manufacturers of Christmas gifts
Will be shown this day by request
night
recently,
“
you’ve
been
drinking
week enjoying the Fair.
kins,
cruel
and
abusive
treatment,
and
from all over the country have met In
coffee, haven’t you?”
extreme cruelty.
Miss Abbie Hogan underwent an conference
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17
and have come to an
He admitted it.
Phoebe J. Porter from Robert K.
operation for appendicitis at the Mad agreement which we are requested to
DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS
in “The Man From Painted Post’
“ Why do you drink it?” she said.
Porter, desertion.
Igan Hospital, Saturday, and is mak publish,” says the bulletin.
“ Well,” he answered, thoughtfully,
Harry B. Haines from Edith May
ing a satisfactory recovery.
“ They have agreed not to increase
“ I did it because I was coming to see Haines, desertion.
J
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18
Miss Bertha Treffrey who has been their working force by reason of the
you and wanted to keep awake.”
I Louise C. Sawyer from Robert W. !
RUTH
ROLAND
in “The Price of Folly”
training for a nurse at the Me. Gen’l holiday business over the average
Sawyer, desertion.
He is looking for a new girl now.
Hospital, Portland, is at home with force employed by them daring the
LONESOME LUKE COMEDY
•her parents for a vacation.
year, and not to Increase the working
PATHE COLOGRAPH.
SCENIC
E. K. Vandine of Bangor, spent the hours of their force during the
------------------« ----------------------- ----------------------------------week end in town with his wife who Christmas season. They also agree
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19
has been the gueat of Mr. and Mrs. to use their utmost effort to confine
SESSUE HAYAKAWA in “White Man’s Law’
Warren Skillen, both returning home Christmas giving, except for young
Monday.
children, to useful articles and to
Capt. A. E. Dodge of Lisbon Falls, spread the period for holiday pur
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 20
and Chas. F. Mann, editor of the Lis chases over the months of October,
ELSIE
FERGUSON
in “The Lie”
bon Enterprise, were In town last November and December. In order
it Kodak in your pocket
week by auto, returning from a trip to relive the transportation facili
ties of the country from a congestion
through northern Maine.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
have tlzem to ^fit) when
Mr. J. H. Shields returned home in the latter half of December which
MACK S E N N E TT COMEDY
“Sheriff Nell’s Tussle”
Friday from Bangor, where he has would be so hurtful to the interests
* ANOTHER BIG WAR REVIEW
of the nation that it cannot be per
go on a fishing trip or
been for medical treatment, and his
mitted, the retail interests represent
UNIVERSAL
NEWS WEEKLY
friends will be glad to know that he
ed at this hearing have agreed to re
outing and snap a fewjshots—
is much improved in health.
PARAMOUNT BRAY CARTOON
strict deliveries and to induce their
' James B. Fisher of Houlton, who customers to carry their own pack
bring the films to us and we will develop
Everything
owns a large ranch in Winnlford, Al ages wherever possible.
J. DAL LUTHER in Popular Songs Every Day
In
Kodakr
berta. arrived here last week, called
and
print
them
for
you.
The
satisfaction
“ The Council of National Defense and Supplier
on account o f his father’s Illness, he
will co-operate in carrying out the
being 8b years o f age, and living in
of a. lasting record ’ of the trip is supreme
suggested measures. It looks to or
Oakield.
ganized business bodies of every na
Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Adams and ture and throughout the country ac
daughter.^ Eleanor and Mrs. Ben. Bus
tively to Join In the movement as
sey o f Wellselly, Mass., were visitors
in town last week, the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. John Q. Adams, Highland
Are.
The balloon which was lost on the
first day of the Houlton Fair was
found on Thursday last, by John Lawlis, who had searched for it many
times since Aug. 26 without success.
Mr. Lawlis watched its flight from
his home and felt positive that he
could locate it easily, but on searching
the fields he would quit unsuccessful
only to try again the next day.
Those who watched the balloon as
it floated to the south after the aeranout had jumped in his parachute,
thought it landed on the Hannigan
farm, but distances are deceiving and
when it was located it was fully 3
miles from town on the Taylor farm
on the land recently cut over by the
late Jake Wise.

J

Farm ers, A ttention

■

B. S. Green Bro/. Company

Seasonable Flowers
E v e r y

K i n d

J

C h a d w i c k - - F l o r 1st
16

D r e a m

T h e a t r e

^ Week o f September 16, 19I8 ^

Summer Time
is Kodak Time

Miss Ruth Ingersoll who has been
spending the summer in Houlton the
guest o f her cousins, the Misses Bar
nes. left Saturday for Washington, D.
C.. on-route sile will stop at Camp Devens to visit her sister, Mrs. Reed,
wtwse husband is Judge Advocate on
commandant# staff.

tarougbout

the country.”

1
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r r C D I M r THE n A I l A R IIP
He must pay with a bill of exchange— |exchange relations between England the War Trade Board, which has is- j there in great quantities, especially of cheap English exchange or money.
Ufcrlm s I f i t UULLArt Ur Iexchangeable lnt0 Spanish moneyand France on the one side and this sued various blacklists of enemy trad-| because they can ship the goods from
Obviously if the Allies once began

By Albert W. Atwood
I which he can obtain only by purchase ; country on the other have been stabil- ers in neutral countries. Every for- j Spain to the battle line in France with- to support sterling in Madrid the way
If the war ends in complete disarma^ current rate of exchange. Nov. ized, indeed “ pegged.” English and eign exchange operation must be re-j out any danger from submarines. Eng- they support it in New York there
very ported to the Federal Reserve Board, land has made no special effort to
ment or in any other form of milleni- the intrinsic, the mint valu .* of the French money are only at a
would be no such chance for “ triangu*1 Internationalism or even in a happy |pegeta in our money is 19.30 cents slight discount as compared with Am- and no business transaction can be strengthen sterling in Madrid, and as j lation” and the dollar inSnain in ™
league of nations one of the possibili- i But wlthin a few months the peseta erican dollars, and at a discount so conducted with neutral countries with- a result Spanish merchants have ! sp0nse to the movement of ste rlin g
ties will be a universal, international has cogt as much as 30 cents, which small and steady as to lack any seri- out the closest supervision of the bought cheap English money
in j would at once move up to par or even
form of money. It can hardly be said siraply meang that the American busi- ous element of disturbance. This is Board.
|Spain with which to pay for goods'above Naturally American imnorters
that the derangement of the foreign ne8g man who buys anything in Spain so in spite of our stupendous export
B E T T E R C O N D IT IO N S A H E A D
j in New York.
have suffered and have urged the
exchanges has been one of the most jg knocked down and trampled upon, of munitions and food to England and j Then of course as this country j The situation is indeed curious. Treasury Department to send a shipdeplorable results of the war. Prob figuratively speaking.
f ranee.
scrutinizes more and more carefully j English money is cheap in Spain thru 'load of gold to Spain. But Spain does
ably it has killed no one directly. For
Ordinarily in times of peace ex
Clearly, England, France and the its exports of food to European neu-, lack of support, and almost normal in not want gold, because it already has
eign exchanges do not visibly and im change fluctuations are nominal, but United States have pooled their flnan-^rals the relations of those neutrals New York because of stupendous sup- too much; and we do not want to let
mediately affect human life. But they at present all the forces that normally cial resources^ England^and France with Germany will grow less. It will ,)ort. Spain has been meeting its'any gold go, both because we need it
vitally concern the fabric of civiliza regulate them have been almost elim have sent us huge quantities of gold soon be impossible for a Dutch mer very unfavorable trade balance with and also because it might trickle into
tion upon which life depends for such inated. Before the war the exchang and we have loaned them many bil chant to buy food in America, ship it the United States through the medium Germany.
o f its happiness, and their unsettled es were always slightly in favor of lions of dollars.Moreover, despite the j to Germany at an enormous profit,
condition and violent fluctuations have England and against the smaller Euro startling discrepancy in the currents while at the same time depressing the
been highly demoralizing.
pean countries, largely because of of trade in favor of this country the ! American dollar as compared with the
Whenever a person in one country England’s heavy exports of manufac volume both ways is so large as to j Dutch guilder by accepting American
desires to transact any form of busi tured articles. Now England can ex make regulation of exchange rates securities from the German purchaser
ness in another country he must en port very little because she needs ev practicable.
and selling them in America.
To regulate rates between countries
gage in foreign exchange operations. erything for war. So the exchanges
As time goes on it seems inevitable
In this country there are at least on Spain, Holland, Switzerland and whose trade relations are uncertain, that the exchanges will favor this
twelve thousand licensed dealers in the Scandinavian countries have been fluctuating and small is extremely dif country more and the European neu
foreign exchange. It is impossible almost against England. Nearly all ficult. In the same way one would trals less. We shall buy fewer lux
for a New England manufacturer of the European belligerents are obliged expect a more stable and dependable uries and nonessentials from these
First Mortgage 5’s
typewriters to make a sale in Mon to restrict exports because of their price for United States Steel stock countries, and shall sell them more
treal without engaging in foreign ex enormous home needs, this rule ap on the New York Stock Exchange, necessaries. At least we shall sell
Due Septem ber 1, 1948
change, despite the almost imaginary plying to France, Italy and Austria as where
several
hundred
thousand them more food if we have it, and if
nature of the line that separates the well as to England.
shares are dealt in daily, than on a we do not have it to sell they will
Price S,j and Interest
States and the Dominion. The ma
Another force that normally keeps stock exchange in Four Corners. come close to starvation. For while
chinery for taking care of these ex exchange fluctuations down is the Even if the selling pressure in New the neutrals in Europe have profited
changes is normally very delicate, ex loaning of money by the banks in one York were overfhelming the fluctua enormously in one sense from the war
traordinarily adjustable and highly country to those in another. This j tions in price would be less erratic their poorer classes suffer not only
competitive. But the war has almost tends to bring about equilibrium in ■than in Four Corners,
from lack of food but are pretty much
Details on request
smashed it into bits.
exchanges; but now each country is
The main financial effort of the Al- without such necessaries of life as
Suppose ah importer in New York conserving its money supply. Another j lies has been to stabilize exchange be cotton and coal. Then too as our mer
wishes to buy oil in Barcelona, Spain fore e in normal operation is the pur- j tween the Anglo-French group on chant marine increases, all the Euro
With good American money, with dol chase and sale of securities back and , the one hand and the United States pean countries will owe us more in
Incorporated
lars, he buys from a dealer a bill of forth. But apprehension, political con- 1on the other. Smaller countries have the way of shipping charges, one of the
R. A. tS: K. L . M anning, Managers
exchange, or draft, which sent siderations, and the natural desire to been relatively neglected, partly be minor but none the less important fac
Shawm ut Bank B uildin g, Boston
to Spain is converted into good Span invest in the bonds of one’s own gov cause of their lesser importance.
tors in making the exchange rates.
New York
Philadelphia
Chicago
Detroit
ish money, or pesetas. The amount ernment have stopped the free move
But there are still other reasons
Most interesting perhaps is the dis
which he pays is the rate of exchange ment of securities.
why American dollars buy less in Hol count in Spain on tho dollar and the
Harold P. Marsh, Representative, 15 State St., Bangor
and this is nothing but a proportion,
land, Switzerland and Spain than they pound sterling as well as the franc.
T H E A S T O N IS H IN G F E A T U R E
a ratio between the moneys, the cur
Now the most curious, indeed the as do in England and France. At first England and France are no longer ex
rencies of the two countries.
tonishing feature of the foreign ex sight it is curious that this should be porting goods to Spain, but are buying
It may seem strange that there
changes since , the war has been the the case, for except in Switzerland
should be any proportion, or ratio, be
depreciation in the American dollar and Sweden we have a large favor &mm 1
tween American and Spanish money
in many neutral countries. It is easy able trade balance. Last year we
— |
except that of the intrinsic gold val
I
enough to understand why the Rus shipped about $50,000,000 more goods
ues of the two coins, the dollar and
sian ruble should have gone to pot or to Spain than Spain sent to us. But
the peseta. Of course everyone knows why the American dollar should stand these neutral countries still maintain
what these intrinsic ratios are—or can
up better than the English pound extensive relations with Germany, re
easily find out. In the case of a
sterling, French franc, Italian lira and lations that no doubt have all manner
country whose monetary standard is
even the Canadian dollar. But why of curious effects upon their exchange
not established it is natufaily not
our money should be for so long at a Iratios with Germany's enemies.
easy to discover the intrinsic or mint
discount in countries like Spain, Hoi-1 It was recently stated by a high ofratio. But at the present time the land, the Ccandinavian countries, Swit-|
of the Federal Reserve Board
demoralization in the foreign exchang-1
zerland and most of the South Ameri- that when we entered the war our fies is Just as great in countries whose j can republics as well as Japan and lian(‘ial faculties were undoubtedly be
money standards are perfectly sound
ing made more use of by Germany
India is a puzzle to most people.
and well established as ir. countries
than
hv England. This was aeeomBefore the war the most commonly
that have no standards at all.
accepted single national bill of ex- pished through the European neu
T H E R E G U L A T IO N OF E X C H A N G E change was the British sterling bill. 1Dnls. Anyone who has read how Bolo
There is always some fluctuation in A merchant in Chile who bought goods jlkisha, the French tiaitor, obtained
the ratios of different national money in China probably did his business by
I)a-V lrom Lermany through a chain
systems for the simple reason that the means of sterling rather than the ro of American banks will readilv und**rmoney of one country may temporarily spective currencies of the South Amer-|,Ktan(^ how
use ot llalt a <loZ(>n
or some times almost permanently be iean and Asiatic countries. But B ri-!1H>utral countries Germany was able
in greater demand than the money o f 1tain has been obliged to give up this . for a lon^ rinie to <an’>' on financial
another country. This is not neces- |supremacy for obvious reasons, and ' operations in this country,
Gradually the
Government
has
sarily because it is better money but much of it was expected to come to
tightened down on all forms of “ trad
because more payments must be made the United States.
in it than in the other money. If
In 1915 it was believed that the dol- ing with the enemy." Imports and
Americans must make more payments j jar bill of exchange would soon he su- exports are carefully supervised by
in Spanish money than Spaniards have |preme. America was hailed as the
to make in American money, then; great creditor nation of the future,
Spanish exchange will go up because taking the place of England. It was
the demand exceeds the supply. In j expected that we should become the
other words the peseta will be at a bankers'" of the world, and naturally
:BU Y :
premium and the dollar at a discount. our dollar bill would be accepted at
Normally exchanges can be regu- par in more parts of the world than
lated by shipping gold, though this i s j any other unit of money. A great
a rather costly, risky process where part of this prediction has already i
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS
great distances have to be covered; come true. We are more than ever l
The la w req u ires the g ra d in g o f p ota toes and this m achine
IS S U E D BY T H E
and besides there is not enough gold by far the richest of nations, but the j
U N IT E D S T A T E S
does the w o rk
Call and see it
in the world to make all the exchang dollar is by no means at par every- j
GOVERNM ENT.
es. But if Spain sells $40,000,000 of where. It has been at a discount for i
1
goods each year to us and we sell more than a year in numerous conn- j
$30,000,000 to Spain the balance of tries.
j
$10,000,000 might easily be settled in
Except for fairly complete demoral- j
gold. Very few countries, however ization at the beginning of the war the
will let any gold go out of their borj
. ders now. It may be lost through sub
marine operations; or it may get into
the hands of the enemy. Besides,
every belligerent country needs all
the gold it can lay its hands on for
the suppetyrt o f its towering credit
structure.
The New York importer cannot pay
for his Barcelona oil with gold be
IN T H E T R E A T M E N T O F C A T A R R H ,
cause "he is not allowed to ship gold.
L U N G , B L O O D and N E R V E D IS E A S E S
He cahnot pay with a check on his
bank because that would not be mon
ey to the Spaniard. He cannot pay
with American paper money because
the Spaniard wants Spanish money.

California Electric Generating
Company
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Save Time and Potatoes— Money for the Farmers

BOGG S POTATO GRADER

1

j

w . s. s.

Brngor St.
Houston, Maine

JAMES S. PEABODY,

AND WIN THE WAR

L.
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FREE TO THE SICK1
Boston’s MasterSpecialist

DR.BARBRICK
W ill be at the

SNELL HOUSE
Houlton, Maine

Houlton Savings Bj^ ik
HOUSTON, M A IH E ^

Wonderful X Ray Examinations FR EE Sunday and Monday
etc., and w ill g iv e th ese r e m a rk a b le e x a m in a tio n s ab solu tely
F ree to a ll w h o c a ll on h im d u rin g th is visit. T h e ab ove p h oto
sh ow s th e D o cto r m a k in g X R a y E xam in ation , o f F u n gs as an
A id to D ia gn o sis.

—

Dalightful arom a
and taste,and free
dom from th e dis
co m fo rts that go
w ith coffee.
Nourishing healthTill, econom ical.

No Wa s t e

a t aii—

an important item
thcMdays. Give

INSTANT POSTUM
atrial.

— — — A—

—

— —

.....

I.

Two Days Only
i

H am s : 10 a. m. to 5 p. m. both days

To all who call on him during this visit Dr. Barbrick will give
Consultations. Diagnosis of Disease and Examinations ABSO
LUTELY FREE OF CHARGE.
This Remarkable Offer is intended to place Within The Reach of All Those Sick and Suffering Who Truly Wish
and will Honestly Try To Get Well the c o s t of the special experience, knowledge—and treatment necessary to cure
the most obstinate and chronic eases. Those wishing to take ad vantage of this opportunity should remember the
days, dates and office hours of his vis its .and call early to avoid disappointment. Arrangements can be made with
Dr. Barbrick to go anywhere in New Iingland to consult with—and examine patients.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO THE SICK

I'll Take
POSTUM!
•— you hear it more
and more when one
basked w hat he'll
have fo r his morn
ing drink.

Sept. 22 and 23

R . K A R I il U C K w ill h av e w ith h im his Special “ X R A Y ”
outfit am i E le ctric a l E x a m in in g M acliines and In stru m en ts
D
fo r e x a m in in g th e E ye, F a r , N o se, T h ro a t, F u n gs, H e a r t, F lo o d ,

Every Sick Person
WILL RUSSIA COME BACK?
R u s s ia is so re ly beset by foes without, and rev o lu 
tion w ithin. Som e sa y that sin' will com e back,
no t to a u to c ra c y but to d en iocraey.
We hope th at m uch pood is in store fo r R u ssia
and w ish h er su c c e ss in e stab lish in g a n d
m ain tain in g a su b sta n tia l G overn m en t

H oulton T rust Co
Ho ult on,Maine

nati, 1893; Atlanta, 1900; Los Angelos, 1010- Post
Graduate New York Policlinic’, 1901-2. N.V.l’ .G.
1907-i908; Edinburg, I.ondou and Paris, 1912;
Vienna and Harvard, 191.5. Kx-lTesident and
member o f various medical and scientific
societies. As a Teacher, Writer and Specialist
his reputation is international.

Should call on Dr. Barbrick. Tho nurvolou?
work done by this Physician Ami Specialist lias
attracted the attention of thousands of people
in every walk of life and given to ttie sick and
suffering now life and hope. That tho deaf
may hear and the blind may boo, and tho lame
may walk: that the unsightly tumor may ho
wasted away and the foul cancer cleansed and
dried up simply by his system treatim nt with
out operations seems beyond belief, hut sm-h
aro tlie claims made by tho«o who have been
treated by him, and you are e.i von tho chance t > Catarrh, CoaanmpHon. and all diseases of
tin* l-.-ad, nose, throat, lungs and chest
investigate for yourself whether such things
treated.
are true.
D eafn ess, Blindness and diseases o f the eye

All Diseases and De
formities Treated.

READ HIS CREDENTIALS
For the benefit of those who may not know him
well, the following credentials will enable tho
patient to judge whether the Doctor is qualified
to cure him or not.

J. FRASER BARBRICK, M. D.
Physician, Surgeon and Specialist. For seven
years Teacher and Professor in the California
Electic Medical College.
Graduate Cincin

and ear treated.

Dyspepsia, Indigestion and all diseases of
the stomach and Dowels treated.
C on stip ation , B ilio u sn ess, Jaundice and all

liver troubles treated.

B right’s Disease, Diabetes and all diseases
of the kidney and bladder treated.
Piles and R e cta l D iseases treated without
the ktdfe or detention from business.

Nervous Diseases, Epilepsy and all nervous
disorders, except insanity, treated.
Rheum atism , Neuralgia and all painful
affections treated.

Cancers

and all M align a n t Growths treated

without the knife.
T u m o rs am i all e n la rg e m e n ts and swellings

treated without surgical operations.

S c r o f u la

and all

troubles treated.

sores,

ulcers and blood

E cz e m a . Psoria sis and all eruptions, pimples
and skin diseases treated.
W o m e n — Weakness, Tumors, and all Female
Troubles treated without surgical operations.
Men — A -1 nervous and blood troubles treated
successfully.
No m a t te r xvhat tlie D is ea se, its name or
nature, if it is of a chronic, long-standing,
obscure or dit'icult character, Dr. Barbrick
can give you full information regarding it.
The rapidity with w hich lie describes all dis
eases is truly wonderful and astonishes all who
call upon him; and his extensive practical ex
perience enables him to determine almost at a
glance whether a ease is curable or whether it
Fs incurable.
Not only will you bo surprised at his wonder
ful knowledge of disease, his plain, concise ex
planation of every cause and effect, but at the
marvelous rapidity with which his new, com
mon sense svstem treatment goes to the seat
of the trouble, giving aimost instant relief, and
in all cases that have not progressed too far, a
perfect, absolute and permanent cure.

Permanent Address and Laboratory, 210 Shawmut Avenue, Boston, Mass,
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al Red Cross, days, sometimes weeks, j this sentiment, when one spoke up greatly from the war than ourselves. | “ The public should be fair in ob% teaspoon soda
before a report is received by the j and said, apologetically : “ You know,
1 egg
Provisions have been made by the tabling Home Canning sugar and not
State
Department or the publication. it is very inconvenient for German
1 1-3 cups milk
Food
Administration of this country seek to obtain more sugar than they
'4Pr«f>artd by Prof. Frances R. Freeman,
of the official lists by Germany. In a officers to be captured. I mean when
y2 cup molasses
for
the
preparation and marketing b y . can legitimately use for this purpose
Homo Economics Director, United
Sift together the dry ingredients, few cases we have received informa we get back, you understand.”
the
manufacturing
and distributing: Householders pledge themselves to
States Food Administration,
The Americans told him they un trad*s of the country of a mixed jour j this action when they sign the Home
except the bran. Then mix in the tion that a man reported missing is a
Orono, Maine
bran. Beat the egg, add the milk, prisoner in Germany within a week derstood.
complying with the international pol- Canning and Preserving Certificate,
after he disappeared, but usually the
I know of an instance that occurred icy, which will be available for pur-j They should give preference to those
molasses,
and
dry
ingredients.
Turn
BEAN LOAF
time required is five or six weeks. The three months ago when Germans tak chast- by the householder.
families who have a serious need for
Lima beans 2 cups, bread crumbs, the mixture into greased pans, let it
Germans often permit us to send en by the Americans rushed into
stand
for
ten
minutes,
and
bake
it
in
canning sugar and who have as yet
'dry. 1 cup, Peanut butter 4 table
cards to their families stating that French hands. I myself signed an
SUPPLY OF SUGAR
spoons, grated onion 2 tablespoons, a slow oven from 1 to 1% hours.
been unable to obtain this commodity.
affidavit not so very long ago testify
they have been captured.
Announcement was made today that
bacqn fat 1 tablespoon, dried celery Gingerbread: (10 servings or 1|/2 doz.)
“ The prisoners are first sent to a ing against the German propaganda l,r>()4,0U0 pounds of sugar will be avail
2 tablespoons corn syrup
leaves or poultry seasoning 1 table
LIBEL FOR DIVORCE
central (amp in Germany; thence they stories that German prisoners were able for home (‘aiming in the State of
2 tablespoons shortening
spoon, salt 2 teaspoons, pepper % tea
To the Hon. Justice of the Supreme
are distributed.. When they arrive at [mistreated by our men. The AmeriMaine during the month of September.
IVz teaspoons soda
spoon, rice stock or other liquid 1
Judicial Court, next to be held at
the other camps the Prisoners’ Help cans have succeeded in proving the
Houlton, in the County of Aroostook
This amount of sugar is in addition
1 teaspoon salt
cup.
Committee is permitted to send a no falsity of that accusation.
and
State of Maine:
1
V
z
teaspoons
ginger
to
the
regular
allotment
of
two
Wash and soak the beans over
tification to the American Red Cross
Mary A. Goodhue of Fort Fairfield
This change in the attitude of the pounds per person for household conVz
teaspoon
cinnamon
night, then cook in boiling water till
in said County of Aroostook, respectin Bern, Switzerland, in order that German soldiers is not unwelcome to
teaspoons mace
sumption and should be in the hands fully represents that on the 13th day
soft (about 45 minutes). Drain, and
regular food supplies may be prompt our army. I may say that disregard
of the retailers this week.
May. 1916. at Washburn in said
Vz teaspoons allspice
when cool chop coarsely. Add crumbs
ly forwarded.
The American Red ing the motives of humanity which
“ The retailers are our agents in the
ty' *he
Ia'vfully married to
1 egg
mixed with seasonings and peanut
Cross maintains a warehouse at Bern, prompt our army we have strong mili i* .... ..
„
,
William Goodhue then a resident of
% cup molasses
butter, then add liquid and fat. Put
distribution
of
sugar
and
are
expectsaid
Washburn,
by
D. M. Story, a Juswith supplies of food and clothing tary reasons to encourage that feel
1 cup buttermilk
ed to sell canning sugar for home can- tiee of the Peace, that ever since said
Into a greased bread pan and bake
from the American Red Cross and the ing. In the first place, Foc.h and Hin2Vz cups barley hour
ning purposes,” says the Sugar Div- timo* sJie has conducted herself to*
In a moderate oven 30 minutes.
Quartermaster’s
Department of the denburg agree that the big object in
Cream
syrup
and
shortening.
Add
ision
of the Food Administration.
,rds
Li,)/ >,ee as a faithufuI’ true
B 08T0N ROAST
...
.
,
and affectionate wife but that said
United States Army. There are also fighting now is to weaken the other
1 host families in the State who j Libelee, regardless of his marriage
Dry kidney beans 2 cups, bread soda, salt, spices. Beat in egg. Add stores of clothing from the United side's man-power.
and
buttermilk.
Mix
used sugar for canning and preserving covenant and duty, from the time of
crumbs 1 cup, cheese (grated) 2 cups, molasses
States Navy.
One must also realize that the cap purposes and have not been able to : llis sai(1 marriage was guilty of cruel
thoroughly,
add
flour
and
mix
lightly.
salt 3 teaspoons, liquid Vz cup, chop
“ Four parcels of food are supplied ture of 1000 Germans by Americans obtain sugar for this purpose, should j
a,)Usjye treatnient of your said
Chocolate Fruit Cookies:
ped onions 1 tablespoon.
,
ILibelant, that by reason of said cruel
to
each American prisoner of war not only weakens the German strength
Vi
cup
fat
e
abb
to
g<
t
the
sugar
they
need
up
land
abusive
treatment your Libelant
Soak beans 24 hours. Cook in salt
every two weeks.
Clothing is also by 1000 men, but increases the Ameri
% cup syrup
to 25 pounds by signing a Home Can was compelled to separate from said
ed water until soft. Drain; put thru
sent, as needed, and tobacco. A self- can military strength by 1000 men.
2 tablespoons grated chocolate
ning and Preserving Certificate, ob- Libelee on or about the 21st day of
meat grinder, add onion, cheese,
addressed
postal-card, for acknow This is because wee are short of lab- j taiIiable at any retail store handling August 1916, which separation has
1
egg
crumbs, more salt if needed, enough
continued up to the filing of this libel.
ledgment of the receipt of the pack orers behind the lines and the Ger
1 2-3 cups barley flour
s'igar and an additional allotment by
o f the water in which beans were
That your Libelant has made diliage,
is
enclosed,
and,
with
few
ex
1 teaspoon baking powder
a 1 .■!! a< * * .u lt
'vork lilu late |obtaining an order for extra sugar {gent inquiry, but that the residence of
cooked (about % cup to moisten).
ceptions, the prisoners return the ^ met leans who may be taken to the , fn)ln the nearest local Food Adminis-| sai(1 Libelee is unknown to your LibelVz cup nutmeats
Form into loaf. Bake in moderate oven
card. There are at present in the front. Therefore, it is an exceeding-j tra( ion Representative
; ant, and cannot be ascertained by reax
/
z
cup
raisins
chopped
fine
40 minutes. Baste occasionally with
warehouse at Bern 3,000 tons of food ly happy turn that the Germans are
-riw w ,
,, , , 'j
,
...
Jsonable diligence. That there is no
Beat
the
fat
and
syrup
together
,
.
, .
,
Lhost' who
collusion boeiween
e tw e e n th e m
»
hot water and fat.
now showing
a desire
to surrender
to
.. have,, already obtained ;i»ouusion
mem tn
10 nhtaln
ODtain a
and add meltedchocolate
and egg and incidental supplies, besides a
sugar on a Home Canning and P re-1divorce; but that your Libelant beLIMA BEAN8 HOLLANDAI8E
Add dry ingredients sifted together stock of clothing. These supplies will tho Americans.
serving Certificate and who have a >lieves that sai(* bonds of matrimony
Dry lima beans 1% cups, fat 4 table
i ought to be dissolved, wherefore she
then fruit. Drop from spoon on a be doubled within six weeks by the
legitimate need for additional
spoons, lemon juice 1 tablespoon, pa
■ K •Iprays that a divorce may be decreed.
addition
of
shipments
now
in
tran
floured tin and bake in a hot oven un
may likewise receive an additional al
CHANGE IN
(Signed) MARY A. GOODHUE
prika % teaspoon, bean stock % cup,
sit.”
til brown.
lotment
through the sanction of their
Signed and sworn to before me this
egg yolks 2. parsley 1 tablespoon, salt
FLOUR REQUIREMENTS nearest Local Food Administration 10th
day of September, 1918.
Cornmeal and Prune Fluff:
1 teaspoon, pepper % teaspoon.
The “ Fifty-Fifty” regulation of the representative.
(L. S.i
2
cups
prunes
Soak beans, and cook until tender.
( Signed i Herbert T. Powers
PRISONERS LIKE
Food Administration has been abol
“ Retailers who find themselves
2 cups cold water
Notary Public.
Add shit while cooking. Cream fat
ished
and
householders
are
now
re
YANKEES BEST
short of Home Canning and Preserv (L. S.)
4 tablespoons syrup
In double boiler. Add egg yolks,
quired
to
use
only
20
per
cent
wheat
The
fighting of the Americans
ing Certificates should write this of AROOSTOOK, ss
1 egg whhe
chopped parsley, lemon juice, paprika.
flour substitutes.
A universal VicSupreme Judicial Court.
north
of
Soissons
has
brought
forth
__ apply for ......
„
fice
for a supply or
some
yz cup cornmeal
Beat well, and add bean stock. Add
September Term, 1918
many
vitally
interesting
develop-,
J)e^
n
aT
(
1
T
°
1
.
)
te<1
1
hy
the
fo(K|
j
through
their
Local
Food
AdministraVi teaspoon salt
In this action it is ordered by the
beans, and stir over boiling water un
ments. Tin; most significant of all controllers of the United States and tor.
1 cup milk
court that notice be given said Libel
til the sauce thickens.
ee, by publishing the libel and this
the stories, I believe, is the following: the Allies so that commencing Sep
x/z cup cream
MOCK CHICKEN
order of court three successive weeks
Two hundred Germans were sur- tember 1st, we will now eat the same
Wash prunes, cover with water and
in the HOULTON TIMES a news
kind of war bread that the French,
Cooked beans 2 cups, stale bread
let stand 24 to 36 hours, or until soft, rounded in a cave near Terny-Sorny
paper printed and published at Houl
British, Italians, Belgians, and Candacrumbs 1% cups, fat 2 tablespoons,
Drain and to 2-3 cup of the liquid by Americans on one side and French
ton in said County of Aroostook, the
BRAND
DIAMOND
milk % cup, salt % teaspoon.
last publication to be at least thirty
(making up the amount with water if on the other. The Germans, learning j 1 ldns ai( ta I11K
Press the beans through a fine
days before the next term of this
On September 1st, the "Fifty-Fiftv”
necessary) add the cornmeal and the of the situation, rushed out of tht
court in said County of Aroostook to
etrainer. Add the milk. Arrange al salt. Bring to the boiling point and north end of the cave to surrender to ' rule was withdrawn and in its place
be held at Houlton, in said county, on
ternate layers of bean pulp and butter cook until the water is absorbed, stir- the Americans rather than to the j retailers are required to sell one
GO**
the third Tuesday of November, 1918:
crumbs in a buttered baking dish. ring constantly. Add milk and cook French. When one knows that this Jpound of wheat flour substitute to
that he may then and there appear
LADIES |
Cover with crumbs and bake in a 1 hour in the double boiler. Mean- not due to any fear of maltreatment i tour pounds of wheat flour,
and defend if he sees fit.
Attest:
moderate oven 45 minutes. Serve
while remove the stones from the of the French it is difficult to analyze
Bakers bread will contain four
Walter B. Clark, Deputy Clerk
with tomato sauce.
prunes, put them through a colander, what the game was, yet there cannot pounds of wheat flour to one pound of
of the Supreme Judicial Court.
DIAMOND n U A N D PILL S, for twentv-five
GREEN PEA LOAF
A true copy of libel and order of
add syrup and egg white beaten stiff, be the slightest doubt of the authen- substitute. This is exactly the same years
regarded as Best, Safest, Always Reliable.
court
thereon.
Cooked peas rubbed through a sieve, Place a spoonful of the cornmeal on ticity of the happening.
{as the housewife’s bread. The conSOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS Attest:
lMi cups, bread crumbs 1% cups, milk the serving plate, add a generous
Want to Go to United States
j servation of wheat is urged and the
TIME
Walter B. (Hark, Deputy Clerk
EVERYWHERE won tti
TRIED
cups, egg, 1 slightly beaten, onion spoonful of the prune fluff and serve
it may have been because of r e -' Inl,)lic is asked
continue using corn
338
1 slice chopped, salt and pepper to with cream, plain or beaten stiff.
ports circulated among the German (l>™ad and other wheat saving breads,
taste. Scald the milk, add the onion,
ranks that prisoners taken by the
The recent careful survey by the
bread crumbs, peas, and egg. Season
Americans are sent to the United Food Administrators of the United
WHAT “ MISSING IN
to taste. Bake in a buttered bakingACTION" MEANS States; it may have been a variety o f ! States, France, England and Italy of
dish or timbale molds in a moderate
reasons, but one thing is certain and the food resources of the 220,000,000
Probably the greatest ordeal to a
oven until Arm, about twenty minutes.
that is that the German soldiers have people
fighting against Germany,
Beans, mashed carrots, fish, or corn family comes when a soldier is re learned better than to believe the shows that, to maintain enough supported “ missing in action,” says Mr.
may be used instead of peas.
stories of their officers.
plies and necessary reserves against
W. J. Castle, Director of the Bureau
8CALLOPED LIMA BEANS
A pretty story is told of two French- disaster, there must be- maintained in
Put a layer of boiled lima beans in of Communication, Washington, and men, the crew of a tank. This tank all countries a conservation of wheat
to a greased baking-dish.
Sprinkle this uncertainty is due to the fact was put out of commission by German flour during the coming year,
them with salt, pepper, and bread that the report may mean any one of shells, but the men were not wounded.
r has been agreed that the wheat
crumbs.
Over several such layers several things. It may mean that a Stepping from the tank they reported bread of the Allies shall contain 20
pour sufficient medium thick white soldier has been killed, or that he has to the American commander and re- per emit of other grains than wheat,
sauce to cover them. Sprinkle greas been injured so severely that identi quested two rifles and went through anfj r jS only just that we should
ed crumbs over the top. Bake the fication is not possible for the time, or the fight by the side of our dough- pear our share in this saving and that
dish for 20 minutes in a moderate it may mean that he was taken pris boys.
our bread at least should be universal
-oven. Other beans may be prepared oner. In the greater number of cases
I
witnessed
the
official
end
of
a
with those who are suffering more
It will turn out that men who are re
In the same way.
tragic story of the utmost bravery. A
ported missing in action have been
report came in saying that a certain
BEAN CROQUETTES
captured by the Germans.
platoon was held up by a machine gun1 cup bean pulp, 1 teaspoon onion
“ The Bureau of Communication does
Juice or scraped onion, % cup thick not wait for an inquiry from the fam nest in an advantageous position in
the edge of a wood. A few minutes
white sauce, salt and pepper.
ily when a soldier is reported missing
C o m m issio n M e rch a n t
Combine the Ingredients, and allow in action. The name, regiment and later a second report said that a cer
them to stand for 2 or 3 hours. Shape company of the man are sent at once tain lieutenant had advanced singlertry meritoriua preparation for re
storing natural color to gray or faded nair, for remov
Phone 196-W
.. . Hamiiton-Burnham Block
Main 8treet.
this mixture Into balls, and flatten to the searchers in all the hospitals. handed and put the German gunners ing
dandruff and as a hair dressing. Is not a dye.
them out. Roll them in bread crumbs, Effort is made to find the soldier who out of the fight, and that the advance Generous sised bottles at all dealers, ready to use
When you g e tit PHILO HAY CO. Newark, N. J.
and brown them in a small amount of saw the missing man last, and it is had been continued. Following on the
heels
of
the
report
came
a
third,
say
hot fat.
likely that survivors of the engage
ing that the lieutenant had been kil
ment
in which the man disappeared
BEAN LOAF
m
led while pushing on beyond the ma
2 cups cooked beans, 1 egg, beaten, may be found in some of the hospi
chine gun nest with his men.
j
1 cop bread crumbs, salt, pepper, 1 tals. Those who took part in the en
There wras another story of how 17
tablespoon finely minced onion, 2 gagement are asked, when found, Americans captured 30 Germans, in
whether they knew the missing man,
tablespoons tomato catsup or pulp.
cluding two officers. Another of how '
whether
they saw him at any time
Combine the ingredients, and shape
five doughboys rounded up 12 Huns
the mixture into a loaf. Bake it for during the fight; if not, whether they and brought them in. Another of how
have any hearsay knowledge of what
SB minutes.
a young German soldier who had a
happened to him.
PEANUT LOAF
brother in our army staggered into '
“ The evidence obtained, no matter
our lines with a wounded American
1 cup ground peanuts, 1 cup bread
/A
how
conflicting, is forwarded to
crumbs, 2 cups boiled rice, % cup to
on his shoulders.
Washington, where bulletins, succes
mato catsup or % cup tomatoes, 1 egg,
Glad to Be Captured
j
sively, are issued to the family, with
salt, pepper, 2 tablespoons minced
These an? jast a few of many tab's 1
a caution as to what information is
onion.
which stir one. Many of the prisoners
hearsay.
Combine the ingredients, turn the
“ While this investigation is going seem gla<l to be captuied at least
mixture Into a greased pan. and bake
on among those American soldiers they say so. Two German lieutenants
it in a moderate over for 30 minutes.
who were in the same engagement, were listening to their men express
H!
Serve It with tomato sauce.
another is being conducted to deter
QUICK BREADS AND 8UGARLESS mine from Greman sources whether
the man was taken prisoner. This is
CAKES
done through the International Red
Barley and Rice Bread: (2 loaves)
o u b l e y ou r duck hunting luck in rough weather w ith the right ehotshells
Cross at Geneva.
As soon as an
:B U Y :
|l Hlj'l lif,1**** ’
2 ^ cups barley flour
Remington U M C Smokelesa “ A r r o w " or “ N itro Club" W e t p r o o f Steel Lined
American soldier is reported missing,
2^4 cups ried* flour
“ Speed Shelia," made to stay dry and firm as a hullet no matter h ow w et the
the name is sent to Geneva and thence
8 teaspoons baking powder
pocket that contains them, and shoot right.
the request for information is sent to
1 teaspoon salt
the German Red Cross. As the Ger
without charge. Y o u w ill not he ahle to
2 eggs
W i t h the right shells in y ou r Remington
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS
> t;.\ _
man Red Cross is desirous of obtain
ms®
see this improvement hut you w ill know
IS S U E D BY T H E
U M C Pump G un or Autoloading Shot
1 1-3 cups milk
ing reciprocal Information as to Ger
U N IT E D S T A T E S
it is there when you put it to the test o f
y% cup corn syrup
gun there w ill he no hitch at the critical
man prisoners captured by the Allies,
GOVERNM ENT.
shooting under conditions which only
Sift together the dry ingredients.
moment — no gun jammed w ith a w aterwe find that prompt attention is giv
W e tp r o o f shells can stand.
Heat the eggs, add the milk, syrup,
soaked and swelled shell
no
en to our requests.
and dry Ingredients. Turn the mix
fizzled shots from mushy turn
“ Information as to prisoners captur
R e m i t f t o n , T ,ey w ill stay hard and
tu re Into greased pans, allow it to
overs of the shell ends.
ed by the Germans is generally re
smooth as usual, with the
ataad for ten minutes, and bake It in
f o r S h o o t i n g R ig h t turned-over end entirely firm
ceived by us, through the Internation Remington
U
M
C
Smokeless
a slow oven from 1 to IVz hours.
and top w a d flat. If you can
“ A r r o w and N itro Club
Com , Rice, Oats and Barley Bread:
detect any difference in the results in
W e t p r o o f Steel Lined
Speed Shells" are
(2 loaves)
completely proofed against w et by a wonderful
shooting them when they “ ought to he
2 cups’ cornmeal
and exclusive process, which it took three years
good and w et, you w ill he the first to
1 cup rice flour
to perfect. This improvement costs y ou nothing.
succeed m doing so. Y h c same highest
1 cup ground rolled oats
dependability and per
1 onp barley flour
Just huy the same favorite “ A r r o w " or “ N itro
formance qualities aa
2 teaspoons baking powder
Cluh" brand, as usual, at the regular price. Y o u
% teaspoon soda
TeirOut—Fill In—HandLetter-Carrier—or Mail to Pott Office
always
w ill get the W e tp r o o f improvement extra.

WAR TIME RECIPES

CHICHESTER SPILLS

J

COAL

and

WOOD

WOOD: Hard and soft wood, quality
and measure guaranteed.
Special:
Hodgdon Slab Wood $7.60 it 4 ft.,
leugth, $8.50 in 16 in. length.
COAL: Best Canadian soft coal in car
load lots or less.

G ray H a ir

J. F. Jackins

HssiBok

W e t p r o o f S te e l L in e d S h o t S h e lls

D

w . s. s.

AND WIN THE WAR

v

1 tsaspoon salt

T O THE LO CA L PO STM ASTE R;— Kindly have letter-carrier deliver

1 eggs
2 cups milk

to me on—. , . .,

H cup molasses
Sift together the dry ingredients.
Baal the eggs, add the milk, the molAssea, aad the dry Ingredients. Turn
t ie Mixture Into greased pans, allow
i t to staid for tea minutes, and bake
i t fc: % alow oven from 1 to 1H hours.
SBran aad Barlsy Bread: (1 loaf)

J evpa bran
barley Boar

-•41.
*

powder

, ■■

■■■ ■■

..-for which I will pay on delivery;

_____________ $5. U. S. W AR-SAVINGS STAMPS at $...................__each
Bum* »m >ii w*atod>
(8m pttaM
______________25c. U. S. THRIFT STAMPS at 25c. each.

Sold by Snorting Goods D ealers in Y ou r Com m unity
Clean and oil you r gun w ith R E M O I L . tk« combina
tion P ow der Solvent. LuLricent and Rue* Preventive

THE REMINGTON ARM S UNION METALLIC
CARTRIDGE COMPANY. Inc.

Name

Largfit M enufaeturere o f Firearms and Ammunition fit the "World

Addieaa

W S .&

In black 6owder shells, huy the old reliahie “New Club,"
n ow \ V ctproof sealed at turnover and top wad.

W O O L W O R T H BUILDING

W. S. S. COST DURING 1910
$4.15 I W r
$4.10 1 Oct.

i

I !) I B

1:3 I &

$4Jt

W. S. S. WORTH $5.00 JANUARY I. 1925

N EW YORK

CITY
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General of the Employment Services j
Notice of F irst Meeting of Creditors
POTATOES
W. S. S. WEEK
issues the following.
j
In
the District Court of the United Statoa
The campaign carried on by the
The Community Labor Boards are '! Digging season practically comfor the Northern Division of the D is
Merchants
of
Houlton
was
very
suc
trict of Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
charged with the responsibility of de- j|mences this week, although some
cessful.
In the matter of
termlning the methods which shall early stock has been brought in al
! In B a n k r u p t c y
The sales last week together with Stew art <\ Herron
govern the U. S. Employment Service ready. The potatoes are looking good,
Bankrupt.
Joseph Colton of Johnsville,
what
had previously been
sold
the
quality
being
superior
to
that
of
in attempting to recruit for War Work
T o t h e cre d ito rs o f said S te w a r t C.
L1NNEUS
amount to $65,000 and the pledges
were the guests of Mr. and
H erron
of
Hodgdon
In the
county
IMen from industries which are not former years. Those that are selling
Mrs. L. O. Sawyer is real poorly at Joseph Aucoin, Sunday.
f Aroostook.
and D is tr ict
a fo re sa id ,
Idirectly connected with the prosecu from the field are receiving $3.50 p e rianiount t0 a,)0ut $35,000, so that there obankru
pt.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnet Campbell and
jis practically $16,000 worth yet to be
barrel.
this writing.
tio n of the war.
N o t i c e is hereby giv en that on the
i
sold,
if
Houlton’s
quota
is
met.
Miss Janice Bither is visiting rela Mr. and Mrs. Everett Montgomery,
The Produce News says:
! The power to determine priority
12 da y o f Septe m ber. A. D. 1918 the said
also Mrs. John Gartley were guests of
I Much credit is due Mrs. Isabelle S tew art <\ Herron w a s du ly a d ju d ic a te d
tives in Sherman this week.
j among industries and to close up nonReceivers note some improvement
Miss Eunice Estabrooke spent last Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Turney Sunday.
Hess, who had charge of the young bankrupt; and that the first meeting of
essential industries by shutting of sup in the demand for potatoes, and while
ladies who sold on the streets, and the creditors will be held at the office ct
week in Patten with friends.
plies rests with the War Industries prices ha\e shown no great advance,
Miss Mary Peck of Portland, is vis
Merchants feel much indebted to the Ld w in L. Vail, in Hoult on, on the 5th
MONTICELLO
Board.
da y o f O ctober. A. D . 1918 at 10.00 o’clock
the tendency is strong and higher
older ladies as well as to every one
iting with Mr. and Mrs. Howard TingHarold Good of the U. S. N. is at , The U. S. Employment Service will
the forenoon at which time the said
prices are looked for soon. Arrivals
who
made
the
week
such
a
success.
ley.
home for a short furlough.
creditors may attend, prove their claims,
' follow the Priorities determined by are light, confined almost entirely to
appoint a trustee, examine the bank
Mr. Will J. Finch and Mr. Bert
Miles Miller is at home from Camp the priorities board of the war indus
R e s e rve ftist. X o . l rupt and transact such other business as
stock from New Jersey and Long Is C h a r te r No. 2749
Hand spent Saturday and Sunday in Devens for a few days furlough.
REPORT OF CO NDITION OF TH E
tries board, and the employment ser land. There is very little accumula
may properly come before said meeting,
Patten.
Miss Lydia Garrison of Boston, is vice through all its agencies will keep
ited at Houlton, S e p t e m b e r 12th, 1918
tion, although there were some pota
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Miss Mildred Weed was the week visiting Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Bull.
B D W IN L. V A IL ,
in sympathetic and constant coopera toes carried over from last week. All
end guest of Misses Marion French ! Mr. and Mrs. Joel Wellington reOF HOULTON
Referee In Bankruptcy.
tion with the other divisions of the fresh arrivals of good quality are
IN T H E S T A T E OF M AINE
and Winnie Logie.
i turned Tuesday from their trip to the Government concerned with the man
cleaning up closely at satisfactory
'Miss Fay Burpee of Oakfield, spent j sea shore.
A u g 31 la] 8
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
power and material program.
figures. The light receipts from Jer At the cl o s e o fr kbus soinc erscs kon
s
Saturday and Sunday with her sister, j Mrs. F. W. Lowrey, Nathan and
In
the District Ceurt of the United States
It is within the province of each sey are due to the rain, which caused L o a n s and dis co u n ts ,
fo r the District o f Main e
Mrs. Chas. Holmes.
in clu d in g re d is co un ts,
In Bankruptcy
|Francis, from Presque Isle, were in Community Board to list those men
farmers to delay digging as they did
$287,778.43 $287,778.43 In the m a t t e r of
Mr. Oscar Adams and family of town over Sunday.
ra tt s, u n secured
82.60 i D o w n Hendt son
war industries in its community not want to take their potatoes out of <C-iverd
In B a n k r u p c f y
S. Ronds d ep osit ed
Houlton were Sunday guests of Mr. ! The musical entertainment, auction
B a nkrup t.
which will first be called upon to con the ground and subject them to loss to s e cu r e circ u la tio n 50,000.00
50,000.00
and Mrs. Chas. Holmes.
L ib e rt y
Loan
B on ds
and Ice Cream sale, in the Grange tribute men to War Work.
to the c re d ito rs o f said L e w i s H e n 
from wet weather.
4.
4 >4 <•;
unde rso n
nf H o d g d o n in the
county
of
Mrs. Garfield Burton spent the last Hall, Saturday evening, for the local
Ch-dKcd
13,450.00
This does not mean that such in
The situation at shipping points is 3 C . 4, 4 ' 4
Aroostook and District aforesaid, a bank
pledged
of the week with her sister, Mrs. Red Cross, was a decided success, and
rupt.
dustries will be compelled to close up
to s e cure postal s a v Chas. Lyons in Houlton.
5,000.00
$129.50 was received, the program or to discharge their male employees very strong. Jersey Cobblers showed m g s d e p o sit s
N o t ic e is h e re b y g iv e n th at on the
pledged
a marked advance this week. Early •' L . 4, 4 >4
Miss Beryle Blackington of Stock consisted of music by the orchestra,
14th d a y o f S e p te m b e r A. D. 1918 the said
State o r
at once, but with as much speed as in the week they were selling around ototh e rs e dcure
e p o sit s o r hills
holm is visiting her grandparents, Mr. duet by Maxine Foster and Shirley
L e w i s H e n d e rso n w a s du ly a d j u d ic a t e d
may be necessary to meet National
pa y a b le
_'3,000 ml
11,450.0(1 b a n k r u p t ;
and that the first meeting
and Mrs. John Stewart.
Curtis, piano duet hy Opal and Gert Emergency they will release male $2.40 per 100 lbs. sacked f. o. b. Tow B o n d s loaned ( o t h e r
of his creditors will be held at the office of
ards the close they advanced to $2.60 than r . S. b o n d s )
76.944.82
In last week’s issue of the “ Houlton rude Fletcher, Reading by Miss Hut
Sto ck o f Federa l R e 
Kd win L. Vail, in H o ult o n, on the 5th
workers.
with movement light even at these s e rv e Batik ( 50 c;. ()f
Times” on page 2, was a splendid ar chinson, orchestra song by Wendell
da y o f O ctober, A. D. 1918 at 10.00 o ' c l o c k
WE MAY AS WELL FACE THE figures. Cobblers are selling $2.80 o f s u b s c r ip tio n )
4,500.un
ticle on Red Cross work.
time
V a lu e o f b a n k in g house
Foster, violin solo by Fern McLeod,
I 5.0 (i0,( ih o 'c l o c k in the forenoon, at which
FACTS
per 100 lbs. sacked f. o. b. Jersey. The F u rn itu re and fixtures
said creditors m ay attend,
prove
3,0(10.00 the
Mr. Howard Crosman and sister, orchestra duet by Mrs. Jewell and
Much work essential to our program early part of the week Long Islands L a w fu l reserve witli
th eir claims, appoint a trustee, examine
Mrs. Bowes of Boston, are visiting Cowperthwaite, piano duet by the
Federal R e s e rv e Bank
24,065.84 the b a n k ru p t, and transact such
other
is being held up and seriously retard were ogered at $2.40 per 100 f. o. b. 1Dash in vault .and net
Mr. Howard Tingley and family.
Misses Fletcher, and Reading by Miss ed bv lack of unskilled labor.
a iimunt;- due lfrom
bu s in e s s as may properly come
before
in bulk, and now shippers are asking ' national hanks
Mr. and Mrs. Burnham Hoyt from Hutchinson. Then the auction sale
17,671.28 said meeting.
In this situation it is obviously $2.45 and 2.50. Movement from there Ch e e k s n n o th e r 1h anks
Dated at Houlton, Sept. 14th, 1918.
Green Road spent Saturday and Sun of useful articles, canned goods and
iri the s a m e ei tv or
wrong to have able bodied men con
town
as
rep< otiriy
E D W IN L. V A IL ,
day with Mr. and Mrs. Milton Bither. etc. at 5 cents a bid. One pumpkin
is fairly liberal. Maine shippers are hank
.839.41
Referee In Bankruptcy.
tinuing to sell candy, cigars and like
T
o
ta
l
if
it
em
s
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Getchell and brought the sum of $12.35 and one
$20,510.69
articles, to be doing work in shops asking $2.40 and 2.50 delivered Harlem C h e ck s i m hank S In
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Sawyer spent Sat fancy ribbon bag brought $15.50, about
ca to d o lit side i, i' the
and stores which with reasonable ef Yards in bulk. The Maine stock is cit y or to w n u f reurday and Sunday at Skiticook Lake. $34 was received for Ice Cream.
iny 1hank ami1 Othfort on the part of employers be trust not fully matured, but it better and port
or co sh items
Mr. Wilbur Carr and family and
ed to women, and to be dancing at- coming through sound. Pennsylvania R o d c m p t ion fund with
Mrs. Mayo of Houlton, attended ser
U. S. T're asu re r and
LITTLETON
tendence in clubs, barber shops, soft
due fn U) i U. S. T re asvices in the M. E. Church Sunday af
has
not
commenced
to
ship
freely,
1
urer
On Sept. 12, there were 124 regis- drink establishments, bowling alleys,
2,5(i0.0u
W a r Sa\ inys ( \ ■rt ititernoon.
elsewhere.
but shil>pers are asking $2.50 and 2 55 ca te s a nd
tered in this town.
dancing
academies
and
T li r i f t
Mrs. Orville Sawyer visited with
S ta m p s ;act ually ow ned
Rev. H. H. Cosman recently visited
Our War Industries are suffering .per 100 lbs. f. o. b.
her sister, Mrs. Emery Glidden and
friends in Easton and in Royafton, N. severely for lark of skilled mechanics, j
Total
—-.
family in Patten last week, returning
1
LIAB ILITIES
B.
It
therefore
becomes
a
burden
upNotice o f First Meeting of Creditors
Capital
s to ck paid in
hpnie Monday.
Rev. J. L. Wilson is to ipove to on the conscience of every person who In the D is trict Court o f the U nited s t a t e s Surp lu s fund
WILL OPEN SEPT. 9
i U n div id ed profits
$22,398.8!)
i Quite a number from this place at Houlton this week and will reside on
employs a chauffer to determine j f o r (he N o r t h e r n D iv is io n o f the D is - . Less cu rre n t e x p e n s e s
YOUR FUTURE is what you make it.
triet o f Maine. In B a n k r u p tc y .
| interest,
and
ta xes
tended the funeral of Mr. Charles
Highland Ave.
whether such employment is neces
:
paid
2.141.83 20.257.06 If you are ambitious, you can make it
jjyon s in Houlton on Monday after
j
A m o u n t re s e rve d for
S. C. C. Ward, state commander of J s a r y or merely for the gratification of In the m a t t e r o f
5,O(l().(i0 a SUCCESS by taking a course o f
W illia m J. C a rp e n te r
In B a n k r u p t c y all in te re st .accrued
noon.
the K. O. T. M. was a business caller personal pleasure.
C ir c u la ti n g n otes o u tstudy with us. Write or phone.
B
a
n
k
r
u
p
t
.
;
I s ta n d in g
Many friends and acquaintances In town on Saturday.
47,100.00
Moreover every owner of an auto
T o the c r e d ito r s o f said W il liam J. In div id ual d e p o s i t s
here of Mr. Chas. Lyons were sorry to
195,722.59 O. A. HODGINS, Prin., Houlton, Me.
Mrs. Charles B. Porter spent Thurs mobile should realize that every time C a r p e n t e r o f H a m m o n d PI. in the c o u n t y ' s u b j e c t to ch e e k
learn of his death, which occurred at day in West Houlton, the guest of
of
Aroostook,
and
District
a f o r e  i T o t a l o f de m a n d de i
posit
s
s
u
b
j
e
c
t
to
r
e

he spends five doliars for automobile said, b a nkru pt.
his home in Houlton on Thursday Mrs. James Hagan.
serve
195,722.59
accessories, supplies or repairs he is
2.165.46 NO SUNDAY RIDE?
N o t ic e is hereby, giv e n that on the P o sta l s a v in g s de p o s its
night, very suddenly.
Roy Wilson is home from Conn, for in effect determining whether work 21st d a y o f A u g u s t . A. D. 1918 the said o t h e r tim e d e p o sit s
189,422.78
T
o
t
a
l
o
f
tim
e
de
Rev. B. C. Bubar preached in the a short visit with his parents, before 1
posits s u b j e c t to reC a rp e n te r
■J.
ing energies of the country shall he de- wmia
was
duly 1
NEVER MINDCorner Church on Sunday morning going to Colby College.
191,588.24
j voted to winning the War or to his a d j u d ic a t e d b a n k r u p t ; and that the first ! Bills se rve
p
a
y
a
b
le
w
i
t
h
and evening. There were 8 baptized
.
! m e e t in g o f c r e d ito r s will he held at the i F e d e ra l R e s e rv e Bank
Mr. and Mrs. George Bates of New j
23,000.00 WHAT YOU SAVE
office o f E d w in L. Vail, in H o u lto n . on
in the afternoon and 12 united with Limerick were the week end guests of { o\vn personal uses.
The time has come from the con- the 5th da y o f O c t o b e r A. [ >. 1918 at
Total
$632,667.89
the church in the evening.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Lilley.
j nervation of Labor, ALL OF U S must lo.(Mi o 'c l o c k in the fo r e n o o n at w h i c h S tate o f Maine, C o u n t y o f A r o o s t o o k , ss. ON GASOLENE
I.
R.
E.
W
a
rd
,
C
a
s
h
ie
r
o
f
the
above
Miss Effle Hannan who has been
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rooney are re limit our expenses to these things tim e the said c r e d ito r s m a y attend , n a m e d bank, do s o le m n ly s w e a r that the
spending the summer with her par ceiving congratulations on the birth
a
b
o
v
e
s
ta
t
e
m
e
n
t
is
tr
ue
to
the
b
est
o
f m y YOU CAN SPEND
p r o v e their cla im s, a pp o in t
a
trustee,
k n o w le d g e and belief.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Hannan, of twins, a son and daughter, on Wed. [ which are essential.
e x a m in e the b a n k ru p t and tran s a ct such
K. F. W A R D , Ca shie r
o th e r business, as m a y pr o pe rly t o m e b e Su b sc rib e d and sw o rn to b e fo r e me this ON B. F. A. CIGARShas returned to New Gloucester,
Sept. 11th.
j
11
tli
da\’
o
f
Sept.,
1918.
fon
-aid m e e tin g
Only Kindness
where she is teaching school.
AARnx A. P U T X A M , .Votary Pu b lic
Mr. Daniel Turner of Easton and : Priv. Simpkins has returned from
<'o rri' ct - A t t e s t :
Dated at Houltn
Sept. 12th, 1918.
“ Win Others” met with Mrs. Kim his mother, Mrs. Anne Turner, were i
SWEET SMOKE
JOHX W ATSON
A L B E R T T. P U T X A M
ball last Wednesday afternoon with recent visitors at the home of his sis- 1the front to find that his girl had been
E D W I N L. V A I L ,
L E O X A K D A. P I E R C E
walking out with another young man,
R e f e r e e in B a n k r u p tc y .
SATISFACTION FOR SIX CENTS
14 ladies present. The afternoon was
I >ireetors
ter, Mrs. Miles Libby.
and
naturally
asked
her
to
explain
her
spent with Red Cross work and
Those interested in good roads, will
Ladies’ Aid work, after which Ice be glad to know that the patrolman, (frequent promenades in the town with
the gentleman.
Cream and cake were served.
Roscoe Tingley has recovered from
“ Well, dear, she replied, “ it was
A reception was held last Wedes- his illness and will resume his work
onv kindess on his part. He just took
day evening at the home of Mr. and
this week.
me down every day to the library to
Mrs. Robert McLean for Mr. and Mrs.
The Red Cross will meet on Thurs see if vou were killed."
Ferdinand Hunter.
Quite a number day afternoon for work. On Saturday
of friends from Hodgdon and Linneus evening after the regular Grange
OAKFIELD
were there to offer congratulations,
meeting, the Red Cross Society will
and they were the receipient of many sell Ice Cream, Cake and Coffee. Eve
beautiful and useful presents.
rybody welcome.
W e have the agency for
Supt. Packard and the S. Committee
held a meeting at the Grange Hall on
HODGDON
Tuesday
evening.
The Karrigan
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Haskell were
school and the Henderson school will
at Waterville, Me., last week.
begin Sept. 23rd. The other schools
and
h Mr, and Mr«: C. W. Taylor and y ill be begin on Oct. 14th.
daughter are visiting in Boston, Mass.
Mrs. George Pollard of Boston,
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs. De
U. S. Employment Service
lla Day.
Best on the m arket.
We carry
Augusta, Maine.
The annual picnic of the Sunday
the best grades of Oils and Grease.
School was held at Crescent Park, My Dear Sir:
The Organization Committee, acting W hen you want the best call and
Tuesday.
The many friends of Mr. Charles for the U. S. Employment Service, and j see us
Porter are glad to know that his relying upon your patriotism, your j
ability and your intregrity, having
heaMh Is improving.
Ladles* Aid of the Methodist chosen you as a member of your local
fttyph will serve supper at the Town Community Board as indicated above.
The Labor problem is the most ser
Half’ ldi Friday evening.
O A K F IE L D
MfV Walter Cone and Mr, Jasper ious one before the people today.
The only thing that counts now, is
Lycette of the U. S. Naval Reserve
are at their homes on a short fur the winning of the war, and in the
last analysis we must depend on the
lough.
Mr. and Mrs. William Tidd and Mr. brain and brawn of American Labor.
The mobilizing of this labor, is in
and Mrs. George Welton enjoyed an
auto trip to St. Stephen, N. B. last the hands of the Community Labor
Boards.
week.
Every town will be given its quota
Rev. E. S. Drew and wife, of Har
rington, Me., and Mrs. E. K. Drew of of men which it must furnish for the
Searsport, spent the week end with various war industries.
The Board is requested to AT ONCE
relatives and friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. Win. Payne and daugh make a thorough canvas of the town
ter, Lillian, Mrs. Coles and Mr, Louis covering all laborers or employees of
T is easy to neglect a good
Judkins, all of Greenville Jet. were any kind,— those in war work, those
battery— to fail to put in water
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Benn In non war work and those in neither,
or to take regular hydrometer
a few days last week on their way to —so as to care for its own war need,
readings or to d o lots of little
Van Buren and other up-country locally, and to recommend such trans
things
that, if omitted, lead to real
fers as may be needed to supply calls
towns.
trouble.
that may come through the state
W h y not run your car around
Director’s Office.
EAST HODGDON
to us once or tw ice a month for
When your town is called on to fur
Battery Inspection— keep your
Rev. Mr. Speed will preach in the nish men it will be the duty of your
battery in g ood operating con 
Union Church next Sunday, Sept. 22. Committee to determine who, of your
dition
and assure the long e c o 
citizens
ought
to
respond,
and
to
ar
Miss Natalie Smith has been visit
nomical
service a g ood battery—
range
with
the
Employers
to
release
ing her sister, Mrs. Thomas Callnan
especially a G o u ld — will give?
them.
Jr. the past two weeks.
You cannot possibly engage In more
Mrs. Thomas Henderson was visit
S q u a re-D ea l R epair
ing her daughter, Mrs. Miles Caldwell patriotic work. The Committee earn
Service fo r any battery
estly hopes you will accept the ap
In Mars Hill a few days last week.
regardless o f make.
Miss Beatrice Russell of Houlton, pointment and will enter upon the
has been visiting at the home of Mr. work with a zeal worthy of the high
and Mrs. Thos. Callnan, the past week. puprose in which we are engaged.
Sincerely yours,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarance London and
S. HICHBORN,
Mrs. John London were visiting Mr.
Chairman Federal Director.
£nd Mrs. Lincoln Tompkins, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Exter Harvey of Houlton Community Labor Board
Chairman.
Bridgewater, were the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. John Grant, Sunday and
Leith S. Black
Chas. H. Fogg
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Henderson and
Jason Hasell
The Subjoined is a copy of tele
Charlie, also Miss Anderson of Green
Boatf were guests o f Mr. and Mrs. gram received from Washington to
day.
b u m Bngers, Sunday.
Mrs. George Pray of Skowhegan, Washington, D. C. August 26th, 19J8.
In view of some uncertainty as to
and Mrs. Harold Reese of Houlton,
were the guests o f Mrs. Robert Hen- the Jurisdiction of the Community
boards of the Employment Service, H O U L T O N B A T T E R Y 8 ER V IC E CO.
derton pert o f last week.
Auto Row, Bangor St.
Mr. and Mrs. John McGroty and M r.' Nathan A. Smyth, Assistant Director
~T

SURROUNDING TOWNS

e

Cor. Main and Mechanic Streets Over Hallet-McKeen Co.

L. L. McLeod’s

FISK AUTO TIRES

New Garment Department

Maximum Inner Tubes

New Coats, Suits, Dresses, Skirts arriving daily.

Splendid Values in Ladies’ W earing Apparel

Showing over one hundred up to date Coats. When
you consider the high cost of material and labor,
you will be surprised at the wondertul values shown
Splendid all wool Coats at $15.00, $17.50, $20.00 to
$47 50, Plush Coats at $25.00 and bettei* grades at
$29.75, $33.75, $37.50, etc.
All wool Suits in the latest Fall styles, $19.98,
$25.00, $33,75, 39.50.
Big display of new Fall Dresses and Skirts.

L. A. BARKER CO.

I

Save $1.00 to $5.00

on your new Fall Suit. Coat, Dress or Skirt at this
Garment Department

L e t U s Show Y o u

L

L

M c L E O D

Cor. Main and Mechanic Streets Over Hallett-McKeen Co.

